Abstract
Photorealistic image synthesis requires the simulation of many naturally occurring
lighting effects such as caustics and color bleeding, which are indirect lighting effects
that are supported by global illumination algorithms. This thesis presents a GPU based
parallel adaptation of the photon mapping global illumination algorithm using Nvidia’s
‘Compute Unified Device Architecture’ (CUDA). Part of this implementation entails the
parallel adaptation of a nearest neighbor search algorithm, for which we use the spatially
aware uniform grid and KD-tree data structures from the field of geometric algorithms.
Finally, in order to address the memory related bottleneck of photon mapping on the
GPU, we also present a novel parallel adaptation of the suitably fitting progressive
photon mapping technique on the same architecture.
Our work results in a real-time parallel implementation of the photon mapping algorithm
and a novel adaptation of the Progressive Photon Mapping on the same architecture,
showing that high quality progressive global illumination on the GPU architecture is
attainable when adapting the algorithm of choice to address architecture-specific issues.
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1 Introduction
When we take a look around us, we can
see many ways in which the physical
effects of light manifest themselves.
Although many of these effects, such as
our reflection in the mirror while we brush
our teeth, are perceived as mundane and
are taken for granted, there are other
examples, such as the light shining
through the canopy of a forest (Figure 1)
which can elicit wonder and be the subject
of many art forms.

Figure 1: beautiful lighting phenomena
occurring in nature [W8]

The breadth of this topic itself is also immense. While the effects of reflectivity and
transparency are often visible in natural and artificial objects, there are many more
abundantly occurring effects such as the breaking up of light into individual color
components through dispersion in a polished diamond (Figure 2) and diffraction on a
bird’s feather, the translucent effects apparent in materials such as marble and milk, the
interaction of light traveling through participating media such as fog or smoke and
various other outlandish effects such as fluorescence and phosphorescence.

Figure 2: complex lighting effects such as
dispersion can be artificially created [W10]

Visualization of data has been one of the
main tools of communication throughout the
evolution of mankind. The origins of
research on this topic trace back as far as the
classic Greek philosophers’ fundamental
theories of the nature of light and Ibn alHaytham’s work on the “Book of Optics” in
the Dark Ages, to relatively recent
innovations like the printing press and the
camera lucida in the 15th century and even
more recent inventions such as the
Analytical Engine and the image projector in
the 19th and 20th century.

With the emergence of the field of computer technology came the realization that
computing power could be harnessed as a tool to simulate the behavior of light into a
computer model, which allowed for a synergistic relationship between computerization
and image projection, resulting in the birth of the field of computer graphics in 1963.
In modern day society one can scarcely think of any field where computer graphics have
not found their way into. With prime examples such as the field of film and visual effects,
computer games, architecture, lighting engineering, predictive simulations, advertising
and general computing, it can be concluded that computer graphics is thoroughly
embedded in our modern day to day lives.
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Over the years there have been two different major approaches in this specialized field,
being the simulation of non physically-based lighting models used to attain real-time
visualization results and the simulation of physically-based lighting models that
approximate light as accurately as possible. The main example of the former is a
technique called scanline rendering, while ‘ray tracing’ is the most well-known example
of the latter approach.
Another distinction within the field of computerized modeling of light is the one of direct
lighting effects versus indirect lighting effects. While the direct illumination model
chiefly allows for the simulation of effects such as matte and glossy surfaces, reflection,
refraction and shadows, its limitations lay in its inability to model light that is visible
after more than one bounce on a non-specular surface. In order to simulate multi-bounce
lighting effects such as colored caustics through a wine glass and the soft diffuse
reflection of light between geometry in each other’s close vicinity, indirect illumination
techniques called global illumination algorithms need to be employed.
This thesis will focus on one such global illumination algorithm called Photon Mapping
and the problems faced when implementing such an algorithm on parallel hardware
architectures such as Nvidia’s ‘Compute Unified Device Architecture’. In order to
address specific issues, we’ve also implemented Progressive Photon Mapping. The main
contribution of this work is the implementation of these two algorithms on CUDA. These
are presented in Chapters 4 and 5. An explanation of the domain and choice of this work
is given in Chapter 2.
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2 Related Work
The fields of computer graphics and parallel computing, although relatively young, have
very quickly established a broad selection of specialized subfields. When considering
deeply specialized concepts such as the Photon Mapping ‘global illumination algorithm’
on parallel GPU architectures (such as ‘CUDA’), there is an immense amount of related
work that forms the base of these specializations. In this chapter we attempt to give a
minimal discourse on these topics to provide the reader with the required prior
knowledge to understand the thesis’ main chapters.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chapter 2.1 provides a brief overview of the ‘scanline rendering’ approach and its
influential role in shaping and popularizing both the computer graphics and
parallel computing field.
Chapter 2.2 provides a small discourse on the basic concepts of the ‘ray tracing’
algorithm, architecture, history and GPU adaptations
Chapter 2.3 introduces the rendering equation concept and gives an overview on
the role global illumination algorithms play in this concept. Furthermore, it gives
a basic explanation of the ‘Photon Mapping’ algorithm.
Chapter 2.4 we give an overview on prior research in the subfield of Photon
Mapping on GPU based parallel architectures.
In Chapter 2.5 recent work is presented on alternative Photon Mapping techniques
that form potential candidates for GPU adaptation.
In Chapter 2.6 a parallel computing architecture taxonomy is presented and a
general overview is given of the potential candidate GPU architectures.
In Chapter 2.7 we give a brief description of the main problem this thesis
addresses and Chapter 2.8 fields the proposed work of this thesis.

2.1 Scanline Rendering
Since the earliest advances in computerization, there has been a desire to visualize its
data to glean meaning from the resulting images. For many scenarios static images
initially sufficed, but soon the requirements of visualization transcended from static
images into animation, requiring real-time (historically considered to be 24-30 images per
second) rendering of the data.
The main contributors in the recent requirements push in the later part of the last century
have been the computer games and computer aided design industries. Developments in
these fields have been a major driving force for moving two and three dimensional
visualization of data away from the central processing unit (CPU) and onto specialized
hardware containing a graphics processing unit (GPU). Through standardized
Application-Programmer Interfaces (APIs) such as Glide, OpenGL and Direct3D, these
aptly named graphics cards have been shaped into a fixed function pipeline for a
standardized geometric data visualization process called scanline rendering.
Scanline rendering (Bouknight 1970 [2]) is a rasterisation based primitive-by-primitive
approach to rendering, where one loops through the complete set of primitives,
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determines which pixels in the image the current primitive affects and modifies those
pixels accordingly. Many of the recent developments on scanline rendering were possible
due to the capitalization of graphics cards’ the immensely fast geometric, lighting and
texture processing capabilities. Examples of these developments can be found in visual
techniques such as flat/Gouraud/Phong shading, hardware anisotropic texture filtering
and anti-aliasing, which are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: (a) flat vs Gouraud vs Phong Shading [W5], (b) anti-aliasing off vs on [W2], (c) anisotropic
filtering off vs on [W13]

Scanline rendering, as a primitive-by-primitive approach, is usually faster than pixel-bypixel based rendering approaches (prime example of which is ray traced rendering, which
is further discussed in Chapter 2.2) because of its extensive history in hardware
optimization, its sub-linear running time in pixels due to its ability to ignore empty pixel
areas (although pixel-by-pixel approaches use optimizations such as packet and frustrum
tracing) and its high cache coherency by taking advantage of the fact that the pixels
occupied by a single primitive tend to be contiguous in the image.
However, the pixel-by-pixel approaches can often produce higher-quality images and are
more versatile because they do not depend on as many assumptions about the image as
primitive-by-primitive approaches, specifically the assumption that there is no
interdependency between the individual threads (i.e. primitives). As such, the individual
polygons have no knowledge of each other’s data, hence interacting effects such as
physically correct reflectivity and transmission, shadows and global illumination effects
require tricks which are complex to calculate and often inaccurate.
Workarounds had to be created in order to
account for many effects such as these, which
poses a problem for the fixed pipeline. To
facilitate for this flexibility, various parts of
the pipeline have been opened up to be fully
programmable since the last decade. These
so-called pixel, vertex and geometry shaders
(see Figure 4) have allowed programmers to
start using the graphics cards for other
Figure 4: the GPU shader pipeline
parallel processes, such as physics and
Artificial Intelligence (AI) routines. This development spawned a new branch of general
purpose programming on the GPU (GPGPU), which opened up many interesting
possibilities for the professional market of High Performance Computing (HPC).
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2.2 Ray Traced Rendering
Within the field of photorealistic
computer-aided rendering the seminal
work that sparked the inception of the
field consists of Whitted et al.’s [41]
proposal of a new approach called “ray
tracing”. Whitted-style ray tracing (see
Figure 5) tries to approximate the
physical behavior of direct illumination
as accurately as possible by simulating
the way light behaves in reality, with the
major distinction being that the light rays
are emanated from the observer (such as
an eye or camera) instead of the light
source.

Figure 5: Whitted-style ray tracer, supporting
reflection, refraction and shadows. [41]

This concept is in fact reminiscent of the way the ancient Greek philosophers perceived
the field of optics. Although Aristotle’s theories on the nature of light were very similar
to modern ones, the ancient Greeks incorrectly believed that vision involved emanations
from the eye to the object perceived. It may at first seem counterintuitive or "backwards"
to send rays away from the camera, rather than into it (as actual light does in reality).
However, doing so is many orders of magnitude more efficient. Since the overwhelming
majority of light rays from a given light source do not make it directly into the viewer's
eye, a "forward" simulation could potentially waste a tremendous amount of computation
on light paths that are never recorded. Therefore, the shortcut taken in ray tracing is to
presuppose that a given ray intersects the view frame.
By using this approach of shooting rays from the observer and recording the hit point
interaction with the scene geometry, implementation of various physical phenomena such
as specular reflection and refraction implicitly emerge through using algebraic
implementation of the Fresnel’s reflection law and Snell’s refraction law. Additionally,
by simulating one ray (the aptly named
‘shadow ray’) from the hit point position
towards the light position, the effect of
shadows can be implemented by using a
simple visibility check. Subsequent
shading is handled in the same way as
with scanline rendering and allows for any
shading algorithm to be implemented;
from simple models such as Phong-Blinn
to more accurate material models such as
Cook-Torrance. Since only direct
illumination is handled, the rays will
terminate on the first hit of a diffuse
Figure 6: visualization of the ray tracing
surface. See Figure 6 for a visualization of
algorithm, including primary rays (P),
this algorithm
transmissive (T), reflective (R) and shadow (S)
secondary rays. [29]
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In order to implement the process of ray tracing effectively, there are many components
that need to be build around the core functionality of ray-primitive intersection and
surface shading. Although the architecture of ray traced rendering (Figure 7) is very
similar to the architecture of scanline rendering, the difference in the core components
means several optimization techniques may not translate well from scanline rendering to
ray traced rendering. An example of this is that with ray tracing objects may be visible to
the viewer through reflection in other objects, meaning the measure of visible complexity
in an image is larger than for a conventionally generated image of the same scene. Hence
traditional optimizations such as clipping and eliminating back facing surface elements
are not possible.

Figure 7: component structure of the ray tracing architecture [W1]

The opening up of the traditionally fixed graphics pipeline by the shader-imposed
architectural changes has allowed ray traced rendering to become a viable alternative to
scanline rendering on massively parallel commodity graphics hardware. When
considering ray tracing on parallel architectures, it should be noted that ray tracing
requires massively parallel calculations, a large amount of floating point operations, an
efficient memory model and complex flow control.
Although scanline rendering has enjoyed more popularity in the past due to the sub-linear
bound on resolution of its primitive-by-primitive approach, ray traced rendering enjoys a
similar bound on primitives through its pixel-by-pixel approach by using spatial data
structures such as uniform grids, binary space partitioning trees and bounding volume
hierarchies for the geometry lookups (although primitive-by-primitive approaches can
make use of optimizations such as culling techniques).
Although the lack of inherent assumptions in the model of ray tracing and its sub-linear
bound on the complexity of the scene geometry have fostered its ever growing popularity,
Whitted-style ray traced rendering shares the property with scanline rendering that it does
not account for full indirect lighting and as such cannot simulate visual effects such as
caustics and diffuse reflection because it does not provide a solution for the so-called
global illumination problem. This issue is further discussed in Chapter 2.3.
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Figure 8: effects implicitly available to ray tracing; soft shadows, depth of field and motion blur [5]

GPU-based ray tracing has become a field on itself, containing an extensive amount of
research. Since the topic of ray tracing only forms a basic framework for this thesis’
focus, we only briefly touch upon work done in this field. The first example of such
research is Carr et al.’s work on the ‘Ray Engine’ [3], which uses heterogeneous
computing to create a ray tracer using both the CPU and GPU platform for their specific
strengths (yet resulting in bandwidth issues in communication between the two). The
second example of such research is Purcell et al.’s work [29] on a fully shader based
GPU ray tracer using a uniform grid data structure. Their main contribution was a
streaming formulation for ray tracing on the GPU.

2.3 Global Illumination
Although ray traced rendering can simulate specular effects such as reflection and
refraction by tracing an arbitrary number of eye rays and can simulate shadows by tracing
a single ray towards the light, it is unable to simulate any indirect illumination effects that
require multiple light rays, such as caustics, diffuse reflection and color-bleeding (see
Figure 9). These indirect illumination effects can be implemented by using so called
global illumination algorithms.
A key concept for the development of global illumination algorithms was the ‘rendering
equation’ as introduced by Kajiya in 1986 [18]. This seminal paper introduced a practical
computer graphics model for the complete transport equation of physical light using a
recursive integral equation. This opened up the way to global illumination rendering
approaches that would use various stochastic mathematical methods to attain an
approximation to physically correct light transport.
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Figure 9: (a) local illumination, (b) global illumination (colored diffuse reflection & caustics) [W12]

The main reason why ray tracing without global illumination has been so popular is
because incorporating the global illumination aspect has traditionally been extremely
computing intensive. In order to accurately approximate the (reverse) physical process of
light, each hit point would have to spawn an infinite number of additional rays and keep
propagating them until they will eventually end up in a light source.
This expansion on ray tracing with the global illumination addendum is called Path
Tracing [18] and has been a direct result of Kajiya’s seminal paper on the rendering
equation. As expected, his method tends to be very computing intensive, especially when
rendering accurate caustics and dealing with area-based light sources.
To account for the global illumination aspect of the rendering equation while keeping
computing bounds sane, several other techniques have been devised, often to be used in
conjunction with classic ray tracing. Some examples are as follows.
• ‘Radiosity’ (Goral et al, 1984 [8])
• ‘Photon Mapping’ (Jensen et al, 1996 [14])
• ‘Bidirectional Path Tracing’ (Lafortune, 1996 [20])
• ‘Metropolis Light Transport’ (Veach et al, 1997 [37])
• ‘Instant Radiosity’ (Keller, 1997 [19])
• ‘Precomputed Radiance Transfer’ (Sloan et al, 2002 [35])
Although Photon Mapping, as the algorithm of choice, is discussed in-depth in further
chapters, it warrants a minimal explanation in order to understand the following
subchapters. In essence, Photon Mapping is a two pass hybrid algorithm which adds to
Whitted-style ray tracing by compensating for its inadequacy of simulating more than one
light ray and benefitting from its ability to simulate an arbitrary amount of eye rays.
In the first photon shooting pass, a large amount of photon particles are spawned from the
light sources and traced into random directions in the light source’s domain. When
interacting with other surfaces, there is a certain random chance (depending on the
surface material properties) that the particle will be transmitted, specularly reflected,
diffusely reflected or absorbed. At each surface interaction the photon’s power, position
and incoming direction are saved into a so called photon map (visualized in Figure 10).
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Figure 10: the storage of photons in the photon maps [6]

In the second rendering pass, a classic Whitted-style ray tracer is employed to determine
the hit points in the scene directly visible to the observer. At each hit point the normal
shading routines are called for direct illumination and a photon density estimation is
performed on the photon map for the indirect illumination. A visualization of both passes
is given in Figure 11.

Figure 11: the photon shooting and rendering passes of the Photon Mapping algorithm [6]

The main reason for choosing Photon Mapping for implementation on parallel
architecture is because of its nice fit with the already well-researched field of GPU based
ray tracing and the large amount of research opportunities this combination poses.
Although many important research opportunities of Photon Mapping are shared with the
other global illumination algorithms, the efficient storage and retrieval of the photon map
makes for interesting research on parallel architectures.

2.4 Photon Mapping on the GPU
As with ray tracing, Photon Mapping has received newfound interest due to the
emergence of massively parallel commodity graphics hardware. In this subchapter some
of the research done into GPU based Photon Mapping is discussed in detail.
In 2003 Purcell et al. [30] demonstrated a modified photon mapping algorithm capable of
running entirely on the GPU, using a single pass vertex shader/stencil buffer and a
multipass fragment shader approach to create the uniform grid for photon storage on the
GPU. Due to progression on floating point capability and programmability in GPU
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hardware they were able to harness enough raw processing power to provide progressive
and even interactive feedback to the user.
Further GPU specific optimizations were achieved through early termination of shaders
upon tile completion and manual optimization. However, mention was made of the
remaining problems, such as the impact of the lack of random access write capabilities on
data structure construction and sorting algorithms, the memory bottleneck formed by
texture readback and other limitations imposed by the shader-centric GPU architecture.
Note that although Figure 12 clearly shows that the GPU-based photon mapper and the
CPU based ray tracer can function concurrently, memory transfer between them poses
heavy memory bandwidth issues.

Figure 12: control flow diagram of Photon Mapping on the GPU [30]

In 2009, Wang et al. [39] presented a paper on an interactive CUDA-based photon
mapping approach which incorporated a parallel adaptation of the ‘irradiance caching’
[40] algorithm, which is a highly useful optimization technique for global illumination
algorithms such as Photon Mapping. Irradiance caching uses spatial data caching and
geometry aware interpolation between previously calculated irradiance values to reduce
the sampling costs by limiting the amount of photon map queries.
Since this approach contains a dependency on already calculated hit points’ irradiance,
this approach has a serial nature and as such does not lend itself well for parallel
implementation. However, a method is introduced to pre-compute partitioned sampling
points with spatial coherence by making use of the adaptive sampling and k-means
clustering techniques. This approach enabled them to circumvent the sequential nature of
irradiance caching by calculating all interpolation points beforehand and thus making it a
good fit for the GPU’s parallel nature.
Furthermore, the ‘final gather’ density estimation of these pre-computed sampling points
is further optimized by employing another technique called ‘illumination lightcuts’ [38],
which approximates the photon tree in such a way that irradiance samples can be
hierarchically interpolated. The novel components of this research are visualized in the
marked section of Figure 13. Although irradiance caching and illumination lightcuts fall
outside this thesis’ domain, they are explained anyway in appendix A.
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Figure 13: parallel adaptations of irradiance caching and illumination lightcuts [39]

Other direct and indirect work has been done on making (aspects of) global illumination
fit better with parallel computing architectures, but this treatment is limited to the ones
that are related to photon mapping on the GPU. The relevancy of the photon mapping
research described in this chapter is to summarize the work that has already been done on
photon mapping on the GPU and to show that in order to guarantee the thesis’ novelty,
further research into the applicability of advanced photon mapping related techniques on
parallel architectures needs to be done.

2.5 Alternative Photon Mapping Techniques
In 2005, Havran et al [12] presented an alternative approach to the photon mapping
concept by implementing it in reverse order. They started with shooting the final gather
rays into the scene and saving the hit points into a spatial data structure. This is followed
by the photon shooting pass, during which the energy of the photons is saved into a
spatial data structure as well. The results from these phases are then combined by
distributing the photons over the found hit points. The resulting speedup is algorithmic in
nature and comes from the logarithmic factor of searching using trees and highly
coherent access patterns to the data. However, the approach results in a memory bound
that is a function of both the amount of photons and the amount of final gathering rays.
As such, this bound prohibits the use of a special caustic map due to the high number of
photons it requires.

Figure 14: the relationship between the kernel density estimation in (a) normal photon mapping and
(b) reverse photon mapping, where points p signify photons and points r signify ray traced points [8]

In 2008 Hachisuka et al [10] published a paper on an alternative technique called
‘Progressive Photon Mapping’, which is rather similar in concept to the reverse photon
mapping technique, but without the imposed memory bounds on the number of photons.
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Although it uses the same concepts of
executing the ray tracing and photon
tracing pass, the differences lie in the
fact that the ray traced hit points are
stored and the photon shooting pass is
executed iteratively. During each photon
shooting pass, a number of photons are
traced through the scene and upon
termination their flux is assigned to
nearby hit points. Since after each
iteration the photons of the last pass are
not needed anymore, the memory
bounds are dictated solely by the amount
of photons in each iteration and the
number of hit points that resulted from
the ray tracing pass. Figure 15 shows the
difference between the two methods
when facing memory size limitations.

Figure 15: (Progressive) Photon Mapping
comparison with memory limitations [10]

Since the Progressive Photon Mapping approach has been chosen for GPU
implementation for this thesis, the details are discussed in-depth in a later chapter. The
reason for choosing Progressive Photon Mapping as an addendum on Photon Mapping on
the GPU is that Progressive Photon Mapping poses a powerful alternative when taking
the weak points of the GPU architecture into account. Although Photon Mapping makes
good use of the massively parallel calculations, large amount of floating point operations
and a large amount of research is available on workarounds for the issue of lacking
complex control on GPUs, the main issue that arises when implementing Photon
Mapping is the large dependency on global memory bandwidth. Due to the iterative
nature of Progressive Photon Mapping, this dependency is minimized.

2.6 Parallel Computing Architectures
The history of parallel computing dates back all the
way to the 1950s and would require a dedicated
article for a full overview. Hence, discourse is
limited to the most relevant subfields of parallel
computing on the CPU and GPU.
In order to understand what different kinds of
approaches to parallelism exist, a hardware
taxonomy of computer architectures has been
proposed by Flynn [7]. This classification divides
the possible parallelism choices into four distinct
groups, as is shown in Figure 16. The acronyms
stand for “single/multiple instructions,
single/multiple data”.
Figure 16: Flynn’s taxonomy [W12]
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Examples of each are as follows:
SISD: single core CPUs without multithreading technology (MMX, 3Dnow, SSE).
MISD: uncommon architecture, mostly used for quality assurance processes.
SIMD: used for many data-parallel processes in the high performance computing sector,
using architectures such as the GPU and CPUs with multithreading support.
MIMD: multi-core CPUs. Often seen as only ‘true’ parallel architecture.
Although parallel hardware architectures have been around for a while, it has only been
in the last decade that parallel computing has been opened up to the mass consumer
market. Although there are many additional players such as the Cell processor and even
ray-tracing specialized hardware architectures such as SAARCOR, the two key players in
this niche are the generic x86 architecture and the specialized GPU architecture, which
both have evolved from single core into distinctive many core platforms, as is shown in
Figure 17. Due to the difference in their original (and current) applicability, it is of
importance to ascertain how this schism has affected their individual parallel evolution.

Figure 17: hardware architectures of the modern day CPU and GPU [25]

Since processing power has always come secondary to flexibility with the generalized
mass-consumer oriented CPU, the evolution of parallel computing on the CPU has been
shaped mostly around its core architectural choices, instead of the other way around.
Although CPUs have dabbled in parallel computing on single cores by using SIMD
extensions (MMX, 3DNOW, SSE) through packing multiple data into vector input and
using out-of-order execution when waiting for memory fetches, it has only been since
heat dissipation and power consumption problems grew to break the original single
processor’s clock speed interpretation of Moore’s law that CPUs have adopted a MIMD
architecture through a multi-core approach.
On the other hand there’s the GPU, whose conception and evolution has been driven
more by the specialized niche of computer graphics visualization instead of general mass
consumption. Because of the embarrassingly parallel nature and the continuously
growing demand on data processing capability by evermore complex scenes in this field,
the GPU has evolved into a highly parallel, multithreaded, many core processor with an
emphasis on transistors devoted to raw computational floating point power and memory
bandwidth rather than data caching and flow control. More specifically, the GPU is
especially well-suited to address problems that translate into programs that are executed
on many data elements in parallel with a very high arithmetic operations to memory
operations ratio, making the SIMD architecture choice a good fit for the GPU.
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While the consequences of a difference of raw computing power are rather
straightforward, the differences in SIMD/MIMD architectures are more subtle. Where
MIMD allows for full parallelization, SIMD limits the parallelization to the data only
while the instructions will have to be the same for each thread. Ray tracing is a perfect
example of the difficulty SIMD can pose compared to MIMD.
An interesting difference in this context is found between shadow rays and specular/final
gather rays. While shadow rays spawned from the same group of primary rays tend to
share similar origins and directions, as is demonstrated in Figure 18, inherently divergent
specular and final gather rays do not show this tendency. As such, shadow rays tend to
impact runtime efficiency a lot less through code divergences than specular and final
gather rays, since the former tend to interact with the same geometry. Another often
occurring problem is that many of the spatial data structures which are needed for sublinear primitive lookups do not lend themselves well for SIMD implementation. A
striking example of this is the KD-tree
which, due to lack of flow control and
frequent code divergences during traversal,
performs rather poorly on such architectures.
Both these examples show the main
challenge of adapting the ray tracing
algorithm to the GPU architecture; although
the GPU provides the massively parallel
calculations, large amount of floating-point
operations and the efficient hierarchical
memory model that are required for efficient
ray tracing, the lack of complex flow control
on the GPU can be detrimental to the
Figure 18: divergence within secondary rays
efficiency of the adapted algorithm.
when using ray tracing [28]
Since SIMD architectures are initially very amenable for the implementation of ray
tracing but pose conceptual code divergence problems as described above (especially
with global illumination algorithms), graphics rendering on SIMD architectures still has
many open research areas. Because of this reason, the GPU’s SIMD architecture is the
parallel architecture of choice for this thesis.
Although the choice of architecture has been narrowed down to the SIMD classification,
there is still a plethora of choices regarding the specific GPU architecture within this
subfield. A hierarchic overview of them is given in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: overview of GPU related programming platforms

With its introduction in 2006, the most recent addition in the field of GPU computing
architectures is the well adopted, close-to-metal and non-graphics bound Compute
Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [25]. As the name alludes to, this architecture
allows for a unified shader model where full programmability of the parallel hardware
using ANSI C with CUDA specific extensions and restrictions is provided without having
to abuse APIs designed for graphics visualization or Assembly constructs to get the work
done.
Its benefits of massive thread decomposition, concurrent thread hierarchy, lightweight
barrier synchronization primitives and a hierarchical shared memory model pose a nice
hybrid offering of raw processing power and a flexible programming model for parallel
computing. This granular, hierarchical programming model and the inter-thread
communication that is allowed by the memory model result in an architecture that
supports cooperation between threads and hardware agnosticism with regard to scalability.
Although continued support for CUDA is crystallizing in the form of improved profilers
and debuggers, as a new architecture CUDA still has plenty of research potential.
Because of this potential and the previously alluded to architectural benefits, CUDA has
been chosen as the programming architecture of choice for this thesis. Further
information on CUDA can be found in Appendix B.
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2.7 Motivation
As expanded upon before, the field of photorealistic visualization on parallel
architectures has seen major developments in recent history and has become a popular
niche for modern day research. Over the time frame of the last decade, research has
evolved with the architectural changes and computing power, ranging from an early focus
on shader-based ray tracing to recent focus on global illumination algorithms on unified
hardware architectures such as CUDA.
Photon Mapping is the prime example of such a global illumination algorithm that has
found an increased popularity in conceptual improvements and alternatives, as well as its
applicability to parallel architectures. Although in general photon mapping shares the
same embarrassingly parallel basic concepts with ray tracing, there are many aspects that
do not directly lend themselves well for parallel implementation. Good examples of these
are the memory bandwidth bottleneck associated with reading from the photon map and
the lowered core occupancy as a result of divergent secondary rays.
As such research in the field of adapting photon mapping related subjects to parallel
architectures is a very cutting-edge and fascinating topic. Wang et al. gave a marvelous
example of this in 2009 with their paper [39] on adapting the inherently serial process of
irradiance caching into a parallel variation. Hence the goal of this study is to find a good
Photon Mapping related subject to adapt and restructure to the parallel CUDA framework.

2.8 Proposed Work
For the main focus of this thesis, we propose a parallel adaptation for CUDA of the
Photon Mapping algorithm (Wann Jenssen [14]). The choice for this adaptation is based
on the inherently parallel properties of both the photon shooting phase and the per-pixel
ray tracing based rendering phase.
Furthermore, a novel technique is proposed to adapt the Progressive Photon Mapping
algorithm (Hachisuka et al. [10]) to a parallel counterpart on the same architecture. This
specific topic has been chosen since memory size and bandwidth limitations on the GPU
are a reoccurring theme of global illumination algorithm implementation problems on
GPU architectures. The nature of Progressive Photon Mapping is such that the algorithm
is solely memory bound on the size of the image, instead of the number of photons used.
A CUDA based ray tracer developed by Phillips [28] is used as a framework for this
thesis’ implementation phase. A fully functional approximate and accurate Photon
Mapping implementation is delivered, as well as a Progressive Photon Mapping
implementation. Construction algorithms of point-primitive based uniform grid and KDtree data structures are provided for the storage of the (reverse) photon maps, as well as
their traversal algorithms for the respective density estimation techniques used by
(Progressive) Photon Mapping.
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3 Physics of Light Transport
What is light? Do we model it as electromagnetic waves, as streaming particles, or as
both? How do we achieve the esoteric natural visual effects as can be seen when
observing a rainbow or the cones of light filtered through the canopy of a forest on a
cloudless but misty day? In order to start answering these questions, we first need to
delve into the mathematics that governs the physical behavior of light.
In Chapter 3.1 a global overview of the commonly used light models is given. Chapter
3.2 provides an enumeration of the units, quantities, relationships and properties of the
variables used in the field of light transport. Chapter 3.3 provides insight into the
behavior of light interacting with surface materials. Chapter 3.4 presents the rendering
equation, which lies at the heart of all global illumination algorithms. Furthermore, some
relevant concepts from related fields are introduced. Chapter 3.5 introduces several
global illumination algorithms, the light path notation and the concept of ‘final gather’.

3.1 Light Model
Although this thesis will not focus on simulating a complete physically correct model, a
few things need to be noted on this topic. To implement a physically correct model, one
would have to implement the full quantum optics model. This fundamental model of light
describes the behavior of light at the level of electrons and bosons and reconciles the dual
nature of light. This dual behavior has been demonstrated through two experiments,
illustrating physical phenomena that can only be explained by describing the nature of
light in two seemingly contradicting ways. On one side the so called double slit
experiment is the classic example which shows that the effect of wave interference can
only be explained by modeling light as waves. On the other hand the photoelectric effect
can only be explained by modeling light as quantized photon particles. These effects are
visualized in Figure 20.

Figure 20: visualization of the wave interference [W4] and photoelectrical effects [W6],
demonstrating the paradoxical nature of light models

Since the quantum model is too complicated for implementation, a simpler model is
chosen. The geometric optics model takes emitted, reflected and transmitted light into
account and the wavelength is assumed to be much smaller than the scale of the objects
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that the light interacts with. This means that wavelength is seen as an atomic primitive
and therefore cannot be separated along its period through surface interaction. This model
makes several further assumptions about the behavior of light; that it travels in straight
lines, that it travels at infinite speeds and that it is not influenced by external forces
(travels through a vacuum).
These choices in simulation model and its domain limitations have very severe
consequences for the behavior of light in this model. Because the model assumes
wavelength atomicity and ignores the wave property of light, several effects like
diffraction, polarization and dispersion are impossible to implement. However, by
ignoring the wave property of light, problems such as wave interference noise patterns
are also avoided.
Other effects (Figure 21), such as the transmission of light at different moments in time
(e.g. fluorescence/phosphorescence), the propagation of light through participating media
(e.g. fog), media with varying refractive indices (e.g. dispersion through crystal) and the
sub-surface scattering of light (e.g. translucency in surfaces like polished marble, milk
and skin) can be implemented in the geometric optics model, but fall outside the scope of
this thesis.

Figure 21: several effects that can be modeled using the geometric optics model; (a) sub-surface
scattering [17], (b) fluorescence[W3], (c) dispersion [W7] and (d) participating media [17]

3.2 Radiometric Quantities and Units
Due to the discovery of Maxwell (1831-1879) that light is a form of electromagnetic
wave, the units used for studying global illumination are similar to the units used in other
fields based on electromagnetic energy (thermal, gamma/x rays, radio waves). An
enumeration of the radiometric quantities, their symbols and units is as follows.
Radiant power or flux
Symbol: Φ (capital phi)
Unit: Watt (joules per second)
Use: describes the amount of total energy that is emitted by/received by/passing through
a surface per unit time.
Irradiance
Symbol: Ε
Unit: Watt/m2 (joules per second per area)
Use: measures the amount of energy that is received per unit time by a unit surface area.
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Radiant exitance or radiosity
Symbol: M (radiant exitance), B (radiosity)
Unit: Watt/m2 (joules per second per area)
Use: measures the amount of energy that is emitted per unit time by a unit surface area.
Radiant intensity
Symbol: I
Unit: Watt/steradian (joules per second per solid angle)
Use: is usually used for calculating transformation between other quantities.
Radiance
Symbol: L
Unit: Watt/(steradian * m2) (joules per second per (solid angle * area))
Use: measures the amount of energy that arrives (or leaves from) per unit time at a certain
point per unit direction and per unit projected surface area. This is the most important
quantity in global illumination, since it essentially describes how a surface looks.
Radiance is the main quantity used in transfer of optical energy in global illumination
algorithms. Due to the importance of this quantity, the solid angle unit is further
explained. A visualization of these two concepts is giving in Figure 22.

Figure 22: showing the concept of (a) radiance L, (b) the flux per area dA and (c) the influence of the
solid angle on the flux per unit projected area dA┴ [6]

Solid angle
Symbol: ω (omega), Ω (capital omega)
Unit: steradian
Use: the solid angle in the direction Θ
subtended by a surface on the unit hemisphere
(see Figure 23) is defined as the area of this
surface divided by the squared distance from x
to the centre of the surface (Ω = ∆A / d2). The
purpose of this normalization through
projection is to use a unified measure for solid
angle across all points in the scene. Since we
will be projecting surfaces onto the unit
hemisphere, we can conclude that the
maximum solid angle will be equal to the area
of a unit hemisphere, which is 2π.
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Figure 23: obtaining the solid angle
subtended by an object in space using
projection onto the hemisphere [6]

In order to project the surfaces onto the unit hemisphere, we need to take into account
that the to be projected surface might be facing x in a slanted fashion (i.e. its normal is
not inversely equal to the direction Θ). When this is the case, the surface area as projected
onto the unit hemisphere will be smaller than the projected surface area with a nonslanted orientation. As such the projection can be calculated using Ω = ∆A cos α / d2,
where α is the angle between Θ and the surface’s normal
Note that this is actually an approximation since only the centre will be mapped directly
onto the hemisphere. However, for small surfaces this approximation is accurate enough.
In order to integrate over a solid angle, we first need to express the solid angle in terms of
spherical coordinates θ and φ. To account for the sweeping out of surfaces close on the
horizon a sine component is introduced, as such the differential solid angle, centered on
direction Θ, can be written as dωΘ = sinθ dθdφ.

3.2.1 Relationships
Although it might’ve been apparent from the above, all of the quantities are related to
each other. The radiant power/flux appeared in all of the quantity descriptors, while the
irradiance and radiant exitance/radiosity also reoccurred in the radiance. As such, all of
these quantities can be expressed in each other, as can be seen in the following formulae.
(Eq. 1)

Φ ( x, Θ) = ∫ ∫ L( x → Θ) cosθdωΘ dAx

(Eq. 2)

E ( x, Θ) = ∫ L( x ← Θ) cosθdωΘ

(Eq. 3)

B ( x, Θ) = ∫ L( x → Θ) cosθdωΘ

AΩ

Ω

Ω

Note that in these equations many of the radiometric quantities are expressed in the form
of functions. In these cases the parameters simply indicate properties of the geometry and
light in the scene. For example, the parameters used with the radiance notation (e.g. x 
Θ ) signify the point over which the radiance is calculated, the direction of the light and
the arrows indicate whether the light is incoming or outgoing from the point in question.
When two direction variables and a bidirectional arrow are used, it signifies the ratio of
incoming to outgoing light over the point in question.

3.2.2 Properties
In order to demonstrate why radiance is such a fundamental quantity for global
illumination, we describe some its important properties.
The first property of radiance is its invariance along straight paths (Figure 24). This can
be mathematically expressed as L( x → y ) = L( y ← x) , which states that the radiance
leaving at point x towards point y will be the same as the radiance arriving at point y
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from point x, which holds as the definition
of the aforementioned invariance when
traveling through a vacuum.
Note that this property implicitly guarantees
the implementation of the law of
conservation of energy in the geometric
optics model. This can be made explicit by
rewriting the radiance as flux (Equation 1)
and by substituting the solid angle using Ω =
A cos α / d2 for both emitting and receiving
surfaces as follows:
(Eq. 4) d 2 Φ = L( x → y ) cos θ x

cos θ y dAy
2
xy

r

dAx

Figure 24: invariance of radiance [6]

d 2 Φ = L( y ← x) cos θ y

cos θ x dAx
dAy
rxy2

Where one can easily see that L( x → y ) = L( y ← x) holds by definition.
The second property of radiance is that it forms the quantity to which optical sensors such
as cameras and the human eye are sensitive, making the geometry of the sensor dictate
the measure of sensitivity.
These two properties combined explain why the brightness of objects as perceived by
optical sensors does not change over distance, while still adhering to the inverse square
distance law. This is why radiance is the quantity that should be used for computation of
global illumination.
Notice also that when expressing the radiance in flux, we can expand the formula with
the energy component of the individual photons as follows:
(Eq. 5)

d 2 nλ
d 2Φ
hc
L ( x → Θ) =
=
dλ
cos θdωΘ dAx cos θdωΘ dAx λ

Where nλ is the number of photons, h is the Planck constant, c is the constant speed of
light and λ is the wavelength. Since our choice of using the geometric optics model does
not take the wavelength into account, this observation is not applicable to our model.

3.3 Light Interaction
In order to simulate light emission in global illumination algorithms, three distributions
need to be specified for each light source: the spatial, directional and spectral distribution,
which describe the light surface area, the shape of the light fixtures and the spectral
wavelength values respectively.
We approximate the spectral distribution by using RGB values. Although this doesn’t
influence effects such as diffraction (since the chosen geometric optics model disallows
them anyway), it does have a detrimental effect on the accuracy of other spectral effects,
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such as dispersion. However, in this context it should be noted that this approximation
does fit better with common output models, such as the OpenGL framebuffer.
For interaction of light with surfaces, we chose to ignore all wavelengths outside of the
visibility spectrum and therefore ignore dissipation of optic energy through e.g. thermal
energy.

3.3.1 Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function
The ‘Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function’ (or ‘BRDF’) [24] describes the
relation between the light entering the surface (at point p in direction Ψ) and the light
exiting the surface (at point p in direction Θ). This is visualized in Figure 25.

Figure 25: visualization of the BRDF [6]

The formal definition of the BRDF at point x is the ratio of the differential radiance
reflected in the outgoing direction Θ, and the differential irradiance incident through a
differential solid angle dωΨ. When put into mathematical notation and expressing the
irradiance as radiance using Equation 2, we get the following:
(Eq. 6) f r ( x, Ψ → Θ) =

dL( x → Θ)
dL( x → Θ)
=
dE ( x ← Ψ ) L( x ← Ψ ) cos( N x , Ψ ) dω Ψ

There are adaptations to the BRDF, such as the BSSRDF, which looks at light entering
point p and exiting point q. However, we won’t be handling subsurface scattering and
therefore assume point p and q to be the same. Similarly, we also ignore phosphorescence
(light leaves a surface later than it enters) and fluorescence (light enters and leaves a
surface with different wavelengths).

3.3.2 BRDF Properties
Much like radiance, the BRDF also has a number of properties that need to be mentioned.
First of all there is a property kind of similar to the radiance’s invariance property, which
is the Helmholtz reciprocity property. Since the BRDF describes interaction with a
surface instead of light transfer between surfaces, this property describes how the BRDF
is the same between pairs of incoming and outgoing direction. Mathematically:
(Eq. 7) f r ( x, Ψ → Θ) = f r ( x, Θ → Ψ )
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A similar proof for conservation of energy in BRDFs is given by expressing the BRDFs
as the ratio between the irradiance and radiant exitance, which shows that for all
incoming directions the sum of these ratio cannot exceed 1 and is exactly 1 if no
dissipation of optical energy into other forms (e.g. thermal) is modeled.

3.3.3 BRDF Examples
Some examples of a BRDF are the implementation of a wholly diffuse (Lambertian)
surface, which uniformly spreads the light evenly in all directions over the hemisphere,
and specular surfaces (reflective and refractive) which use Snell’s law and the Fresnel’s
equations to calculate the straight paths along which the irradiance propagates. All other
surface material models lie within these two extremes. In essence we can simulate any
surface material model between these two extremes (e.g. glossy surfaces) by using a
BRDF that either uses an analytical or numerical approach to describe the desired light
interaction behavior of the surface. Figure 26 shows a visualization of some BRDF types.
Since many surface properties can be computationally expensive to calculate analytically
(and often even harder to describe them in such a way), a certain subset of approximating
shading algorithms are often used for BRDFs. Examples of these are the (Blinn-)Phong,
Cook-Torrence, He, Ward and Lafortune shading models. However, care has to be taken
to make sure that the implemented models adhere to the BRDF’s properties of reciprocity
and energy conservation.

Figure 26: visualization of several BRDF examples [6]

3.4 Rendering Equation
With all this prior knowledge, we are now ready to discuss the most important formula
used in global illumination; the rendering equation [18]. The rendering equation has been
introduced to mathematically formulate the steady-state equilibrium distribution of light
energy in a scene. Because of several assumptions made by the geometric optics model
chosen as the base light model, this steady-state is reached instantaneously. In the steadystate, we have the radiant exitance L( x → Θ) for each surface point x and each outgoing
direction Θ. The property of invariance along straight lines of radiance means that we
also have all incoming radiance for each surface point x and incoming direction Ψ.
Although there are multiple ways of formulating the rendering equation, the most
common one is the hemispherical notation, which is defined as follows:
(Eq. 8) L( x → Θ) = Le ( x → Θ) +L r ( x → Θ)
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This notation describes the radiant exitance at a point x as a combination of the emitted
radiance and the reflected radiance from this point. When recalling the definition of the
BRDF Equation 6, we can rewrite it so that the reflected radiance can be expressed in
terms of the BRDF.
(Eq. 9) Lr ( x → Θ) =

∫f

r

( x, Ψ → Θ) L( x ← Ψ ) cos( N x , Ψ )dω Ψ

Ωx

Which integrates over the solid angle Ω. This gives the rendering equation as follows:
(Eq. 10) L( x → Θ) = Le ( x → Θ) +

∫f

r

( x, Ψ → Θ) L( x ← Ψ ) cos( N x , Ψ )dω Ψ

Ωx

This notation, which is visualized in Figure 27, clearly shows that the approach to the
emitted radiance is rather straightforward, but that the reflected radiance can be a bit of a
problem, since it has another total radiance component embedded within it, making this
function recursive. Note that this makes intuitive sense since not only directly emitted
radiance being reflected is taken into account for the final solution, but also radiance that
has been reflected at least once before.

Figure 27: visualization of the rendering equation [6]

Although there are many different ways of implementing the rendering equation, they all
contain a shared set of common concepts. A few examples of these are the formulation of
the rendering equation in a direct and indirect component, ‘Monte Carlo techniques’
(such as ‘Russian Roulette’) to approximate the integral, the error of the implementation
as a result of the chosen approach’s variance and bias, and error-reducing techniques such
as ‘importance sampling’. In the following subchapters we discuss these topics further.

3.4.1 Direct and Indirect Illumination Formulation
From Equation 8 it can easily be seen that that the rendering equation consists of a direct
and an indirect component. Since Equation 9 shows that every indirect component in turn
contains its own radiance function, it can be concluded that every indirect component
consists of its own direct and indirect component. This conclusion holds ad infinitum for
each recursion of the radiance function.
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We can use this separation into a direct and
indirect component in order to use the best
lighting algorithm for each specific situation. An
example shared between many (hybrid) global
illumination algorithms is to use a common ray
tracer’s shadow rays to determine the direct
illumination at each point, while using secondary
rays cast along the hemisphere to compute the
indirect illumination (see Figure 28).
The effectiveness of this formulation is shown in
practice by the many hybrid global illumination
algorithms using ray tracing for the direct
illumination and a method-specific approach,
which is often a stochastic method such as Monte
Carlo integration, for the indirect illumination.

Figure 28: direct illumination (dashed
shadow rays) and indirect illumination
(solid secondary rays) [6]

3.4.2 Monte Carlo Integration
In the rendering equation it can be observed that the integration of the radiance is done
over all possible directions within the solid angle. When the solid angle has a Dirac-delta
distribution form, such as is the case with perfectly specular BRDFs, this problem is
simply solved by taking a singular sample. However, in all other cases a theoretically
unlimited amount of samples need to be taken. Since a computer with unlimited
computing power also only exists in theory, an approximation is needed. Hence
stochastic global illumination algorithms (such as path tracing) make use of a so-called
‘Monte Carlo integration’ [11].
Monte Carlo integration uses statistical sampling to simulate phenomena or evaluate
values of functions. This subset of mathematical techniques defines the expected value of
random variables as the solution to function integration over a defined domain. In order
to obtain this expected value, an arbitrary number of samples are taken and averaged. As
such, the methods are perfect for application to inherently stochastic (non-deterministic)
methods and (higher-dimensional) integration.
There are many methods relevant to global illumination that can benefit from Monte
Carlo integration. As mentioned before, in many situations integration over a hemisphere
needs to take place to attain a certain radiometric quantity over the point centered within
the hemisphere. Instead of integrating over potentially complicated probability
distribution functions, one can use Monte Carlo integration to acquire the estimator of
this integral by sampling over the function domain.

3.4.3 Variance & Bias
However, there are a few problems with Monte Carlo integration. First of all there’s the
problem of variance. Variance is defined as the expected value of the square difference
between the outcome of the experiment and its expected value. As such it is a measure of
the deviation of the outcomes from the expected value of the random variable.
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The problem with the variance of Monte Carlo integration is its slow convergence rate of
1 / N (N = number of samples), which means that in order to get twice the accuracy for
the stochastic process, the number of samples taken need to be quadrupled. In this context
it needs to be mentioned that the sampling size for deterministic multi-dimensional
integration grows by Nd, which explains why Monte Carlo integration is still favored in
multi-dimensional integration despite its slow convergence. Also, for NP-hard integration
the Monte Carlo approach is the only feasible solution.
Due to this problematic convergence rate of Monte Carlo methods, a lot of research has
been done in the field of variance reduction. One example of such a technique is
importance sampling (Chapter 3.4.5) in the probability distribution function to send more
rays towards objects where high variance can occur (e.g. bright objects).
Another problem one needs to be wary of with Monte Carlo integration is bias. When the
expected value of the estimator acquired through Monte Carlo integration does not equal
the integral, the estimator is deemed to be biased. In case the bias reduces when
increasing the amount of samples, the method converges to a correct solution and the
approach is said to be consistently biased.
Note that since the total error of a method is defined by the sum of its variance and bias,
sometimes a higher bias can be beneficial if it means a substantial decrease in variance.

3.4.4 Russian Roulette
When recalling the rendering equation, one
can see that handling the integration over the
recursive part of the formula leads to an
infinite requirement of computing power.
For this specific type of problem with a
recursive element in the integration, one can
often use a specific type of Monte Carlo
integration approach called Russian roulette.
Instead of ignoring some paths, Russian
Roulette focuses on obtaining the estimator
while keeping the lengths of all paths
manageable, meaning that this method is
unbiased. This is done by choosing to
integrate only over the partial domain of the
function. Sampling the interval outside of
Figure 29: principle of Russian Roulette [6]
this partial domain will result in a value zero
and the recursion will stop. However, since the integral value needs to stay the same, we
need to scale the (horizontal) domain over which we integrate down while we (vertically)
scale the values up to compensate for the lost domain, as depicted in Figure 29. As such,
this method increases the variance, so care has to be taken that the increase in variance
does not exceed the decrease in bias to make sure the total error does not increase.
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The domain limitation can be made dependant on the hit material’s BRDF, which means
that barely reflective (dark) surfaces have a smaller domain and therefore a higher chance
of terminating. This fits very intuitively with the behavior of light and is quite adaptive in
the way that paths which contribute more to the end result are calculated more accurately.
In this way Russian roulette implicitly performs importance sampling.

3.4.5 Importance Sampling
Importance can be seen as the opposite of radiance in that it flows in the opposite
direction and that its value describes the measure of influence the radiance arriving from
that direction has on the measured point.
Importance sampling uses this information to take more informed decisions than uniform
or randomized sampling with regard to which samples to take. As such the variance of
importance sampling tends to be lower, as long as sufficient information is available. An
example of importance sampling has been given in Chapter 3.4.4 by demonstrating that
the surface’s BRDF can be taken into account to make the termination of the radiance
sample dependant on the reflectivity of the interacted surface. Further examples of
importance sampling will be given in a later Chapter (4.3.9), where hemispherical
importance sampling for final gather and importance-based projection mapping and are
discussed.

3.5 Global Illumination Algorithms
In the field of photorealistic graphics it is of importance to be able to simulate all physical
visual phenomena appearing in the real world and to approximate them as accurately as
possible. Although Whitted-style ray tracing already enables the simulation of a lot of
these effects, it does not provide a full solution to the rendering equation of Chapter 3.4.
There are several so called global illumination algorithms which do provide the direct
and indirect illumination support that is needed to solve the full rendering equation. Some
of them are stand-alone algorithms, while other so called hybrid algorithms depend on
another technique (such as ray tracing) to provide a combined solution. Although full
treatment of global illumination algorithms falls outside of the scope of this thesis and
knowledge of them is not strictly necessary for the purpose of understanding what is to
come, a full treatise of the most common global illumination algorithms has been
included in appendix A.

3.5.1 Light Path Notation
In order to be able to compare the subsets of rendering algorithms’ capabilities, Heckbert
[13] proposed a standardized ‘light path notation’ (for an example see Figure 30). This
notation enables one to distinguish between different types of surface reflection along the
path. When considering a light path, each ‘vertex’ can be classified as follows:
•
•
•
•

L indicates a light source
E indicates an observer (eye or camera)
S indicates a specular reflection
D indicates a diffuse reflection
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For the purpose of hybrid algorithms we also
introduce the indicator I, which indicates the
propagation is terminated and saved on the last
interaction.
To describe combinations of paths it is
common to use regular expressions:
•
•
•
•

(k)+ indicates one or more of k events
(k)* indicates zero or more of k events
(k)? indicates zero or one k event
(k|k’) indicates a k or k’ event

For example, LDD(S|D)+E means a path
starting at the light source, having two diffuse
reflections and one or more specular/diffuse
reflections, before ending up at the camera.

Figure 30: some visualized path
notation examples [W11]

3.5.2 Global Illumination
Classifications
The first light path notation that needs to be formalized is that of the rendering equation,
since it forms the baseline comparison for all global illumination algorithms. Since the
rendering equation allows traversal of all possible light paths, all algorithms whose
notation is stronger than L(D|S)*E (such as L(D|S)+E) support the full rendering
equation. An enumeration of the most common global illumination algorithms (appendix
A) and their associated light path notations are given as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ray casting
EDL
Used in many fields, elementary intersection method
Whitted-style ray tracing
ES*DL
Due to the limitation on D only supports direct illumination
Path tracing
E(S|D)*L
Extrapolated ray tracing, has difficulty with point-based light sources
Light tracing
LS*DE
Inverted ray tracing, cannot handle specularity due to same limitation on D.
Bidirectional Path tracing
LS+DE & LDS+E  L(S|D)+E
Uses a Global BRDF to connect path and light tracing paths
Photon Mapping
L(S|D)*DI & ES*DI  L(S|D)+E
Saves emitted light into a photon map, which is read using ray tracing
Radiosity
LD*E
Uses pre-calculated finite element methods, doesn’t support caustics/specularity.
Metropolis Light Transport L(S|D)*E
Essentially uses bidirectional path tracing to create paths before mutation
Instant radiosity
L(S|D)+I & ES*DI  L(S|D)+E
Seeds virtual light points in first phase, does direct illumination in second phase
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3.5.3 Final Gather
Within many global illumination algorithms the final gather [33] is the most expensive
component of the algorithm. It is usually applied to calculate indirect light reflected from
diffuse surfaces, creating color bleeding on local surfaces and soft illumination
throughout the scene. The final gather process is visualized in Figure 31.
The process is so computationally expensive
because it basically requires an immense
amount of rays to be spawned at a single hit
point. All these rays are propagated into the
scene and the color value of the first hit
(diffuse) surface is fetched and normalized
through averaging. To achieve aesthetically
pleasing results, these so called final gather
rays usually number in the hundreds or even
thousands, which explains why so much
research is done on conceptual optimizations
for this algorithm. Due to its cost, final gather
Figure 31: final gather method
visualization [W9]
is usually used in hybrid global illumination
algorithms where one technique (such as
radiosity or Photon Mapping) performs a pre-computation of the light transport so that
the other technique (such as ray tracing) can perform a per-pixel rendering approach with
only one level of final gather recursion.

3.6 Summary
In this chapter we have discussed many topics related to physical light transport in the
context of this thesis. We have explained the choice for the geometric optics light model,
enumerated the basic quantities and their properties and interrelationships, given a model
of physical surface material interaction with the BRDF, discussed the rendering equation
and various related concepts and finally enumerated the various global illumination
algorithms and common concepts in this context. An excellent reference for further
information on many of these topics is the “Advanced Global Illumination” book [6].
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4

Photon Mapping

Since this thesis focuses an adaptation of the Photon Mapping global illumination
algorithm on the parallel GPU architecture, we will need to discuss the topic of Photon
Mapping, the framework used and the implementation specifics in detail.
In Chapter 4.1 we discuss the theoretical aspects of photon mapping, explaining its
drawbacks and benefits and giving a global overview of the dual passes of this hybrid
algorithm. In Chapter 4.2 we discuss the ray tracing framework which has been chosen to
build our Photon Mapping implementation upon and explain what adaptations had to be
applied. Finally, in Chapter 4.3 we give a full discourse on all the topics relevant to
implementing Photon Mapping on parallel architecture.

4.1 Photon Mapping Theory
In 1996 Henrik Wann Jensen published his paper on a multi-pass global illumination
method using photon maps [14]. This highly efficient and modular, yet biased technique
quickly gained in popularity over the then dominant radiosity and bidirectional path
tracing global illumination algorithms, which suffered from lacking support for caustic
BRDFs and visually disruptive high frequency respectively. Photon Mapping is a hybrid
method that consists of two passes, of which the first involves photons being traced into
the scene and being stored in the photon map data structure. In the second pass the visible
hit points are determined using a classic Whitted-style ray tracer and at these points a
density estimation algorithm is used to obtain a contribution measurement of the gathered
photons to the sample point’s illumination. In this subchapter some of the specifics of
Photon Mapping are further explained.
Since Photon Mapping presents a full solution to the rendering equation, it adds the
functionality of indirect illumination to the direct illumination provided for by the ray
tracing component. The indirect illumination consists of caustics and diffuse reflections.
Caustics are formed when light
reflected from or transmitted
through one or more specular
surfaces hits a diffuse surface.
Since interaction with specular
surfaces often causes light to either
con- or diverge, depending on the
results of the Fresnel equation,
caustics often manifest themselves
either as patterns of concentrated
light or as a general diffuse soft
shading of the scene. An example
of this effect is demonstrated in
Figure 32.
Figure 32: simulated caustics through a wineglass [17]
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Diffuse reflection occurs when light hitting a perfectly diffuse (i.e. Lambertian) surface is,
as the name suggests, diffusely reflected in all directions along the hemisphere. This
makes the diffuse reflection component a very soft and slowly transitioning indirect
illumination effect. It is a very important component of photorealistic rendering, because
in reality light bounces off surfaces into places where it cannot directly reach as well. The
suspense of disbelief this effect can provide is clearly demonstrated in Figure 9. Diffuse
reflection is demonstrated in the Cornell box scene depicted in Figure 33.
Notice that both caustics and diffuse reflection result in color bleeding. In the case of
caustics this is often caused by the transitioning of photons through colored transmissive
volumes, as can be observed in the colored caustic of the wineglass in Figure 32. In the
case of diffuse reflection, color bleeding is often caused by surfaces with a very irregular
micro-geometry (‘rough’ surfaces), where the reflected light has often interacted many
times with the surface before leaving it. The effect of color bleeding due to diffuse
reflection is demonstrated on the sides of the white cuboids in Figure 33.
It’s important to realize that
perfectly Lambertian or specular
surfaces are theoretical
constructs only, since for real life
surfaces it is statistically
impossible for reflected light to
be perfectly distributed along the
hemisphere or for it to reflect as
a Dirac-delta impulse. However,
as theoretical constructs these
extremes still perform their
function in photorealistic
rendering very well, since they
are able to approximate the
behavior of many common
surface types. Since Photon
Mapping supports arbitrary
BRDFs, all other conceivable
surface materials can be created
by using analytical formulae,
such as described in Chapter
3.3.3.

Figure 33: diffuse reflection in the Cornell box scene [W12]

4.1.1 Photon Tracing and Storage
In the first pass of Photon Mapping, flux is being propagated by tracing compact, pointbased “photons” from the light sources through the scene geometry in a fashion similar to
ray tracing. A Monte Carlo sampling technique is used to simulate light source emission
using a finite amount of photons, and Russian roulette is used to determine the
propagation behavior of the individual photons.
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Upon interaction with a non-specular material the photon’s position, direction and flux
are stored into the global photon map’s data structure, such as a KD-tree or uniform grid.
By doing so, Photon Mapping can efficiently cache and reuse the stored illumination
values. The storage of these values (see Figure 34) is decoupled from the geometry,
which enables handling of arbitrary geometry and avoidance of meshing artifacts.
By tracing or storing only particular types of photons, it is possible to make specialized
photon maps. The best example of this is the caustic map, which is designed to capture
photons that interact with one or more specular surfaces before reaching a diffuse surface.
The caustic photon map stores all LS+D light paths, while the global photon map stores
all L(S|D)*D light paths. This allows the Photon Mapping technique to very easily and
accurately simulate caustics that occur when light is focused, which doesn’t require a
large amount of photons to achieve a good estimate.

Figure 34: the storage of photons in the photon maps [6]

4.1.2 Photon Map Rendering
In the second pass of Photon Mapping, the radiance will be calculated using the photon
maps that have been created in the previous phase. Although the radiance can be
calculated directly for each visible point in an image, it is far more efficient and accurate
to employ a ray tracer for the direct illumination and calculate the indirect illumination
for the hit points by sampling the photon maps.
Since Photon Mapping is a global illumination algorithm, we can obtain the shading of
such points by solving the rendering equation as described in Chapter 3.4.
(Eq. 11) L( x → Θ) = Le ( x → Θ) +

∫ f ( x, Ψ → Θ) L( x ← Ψ) cos(N
r

x

, Ψ )dω Ψ

Ωx

For this integral we need information about the incoming radiance. Since the photon map
provides information about the incoming flux ϕ, we have to rewrite the incoming
radiance term using the relationship between radiance and flux (Equation 11).
d 2φ ( x ← Ψ )
cos( N x , Ψ )dω Ψ dAi
Which when substituted in Equation 11 gives
(Eq. 12) L( x ← Ψ ) =
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∫

(Eq. 13) L( x → Θ) = Le ( x → Θ) + f r ( x, Ψ → Θ)
Ωx

d 2φ ( x ← Ψ)
cos(N x , Ψ)dωΨ
cos(N x , Ψ)dωΨ dAi

After using simplification and that the area of a projected sphere is πr2 gives

d 2φ ( x ← Ψ )
(Eq. 14) L( x → Θ) = Le ( x → Θ) + ∫ f r ( x, Ψ → Θ)
πr 2
Ωx
Which states that the radiance can be obtained by performing the photon density
estimation and retrieving the BRDF of the hit surface.
This formula still requires flux samples from an infinite amount of directions in the
hemisphere around x to properly calculate the integration component. We will be using
Monte Carlo integration to approximate the incoming flux ϕ using the photon map by
locating the n photons that have the shortest distance to x, adding their flux and dividing
by the projected area in order to obtain the photon density estimation [34]. This gives
Photon Mapping’s radiance approximation to the rendering equation as follows.
(Eq. 15) L( x → Θ) ≈ Le ( x → Θ) +

1
πr 2

n

∑ f ( x, Ψ
p =1

r

p

→ Θ)∆φ p ( x ← Ψ )

It should be noted that it is the photon density estimation part (dΦ/dA) that is the cause of
the bias in Photon Mapping. Since for each hit point only a deterministic subset of the
photons is taken into account, the difference in the expected value of the estimator and
the actual value of the integral will result in an error through bias. However, it is
important to note that this bias is visible as a low-frequency effect (bumpiness) in the
scene. Although this is rather noticeable near sharp features such as caustics, due to the
locally invariant nature of diffuse reflection it tends to be a less disruptive error for this
effect than the high-frequency error (‘noise’) of many other global illumination
algorithms. Additionally, this bias is considered to be consistent, which means that it will
gradually converge to zero when the number of photons in the photon map and the
sample size of the photon density estimation grow towards infinity.
After the radiance has been calculated, it can then be used for Photon Mapping in two
different ways, which divides the technique into the aptly named approximate and
accurate approach.
• In the approximate approach the radiance is directly visualized, either
immediately or by integrating it with the results from the ray tracer. Approximate
Photon Mapping is very fast and simulates all direct and indirect light
illumination, but the nature of the density estimation shows in the low-frequency
bias through smudges and banding effects.
• The accurate approach (see Figure 35) has a two-fold nature.
o Caustics are calculated by simply performing a direct photon density
estimation for each sample point in the special caustic photon map. Since
this direct lookup is cheap and makes use of a map only populated with
caustic photons, the quality of the caustics tends to scale very well, which
is why Photon Mapping is seen as one of the best approaches for
simulating caustics.
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o Diffuse reflection is simulated using Monte Carlo integration by spawning
many final gather rays along the hemisphere at each sample point and
performing a photon density estimation in the global photon map for each
found intersection. This final gather approach is extremely costly and the
main reason why many global illumination algorithms are not feasible for
real-time usage. However, since the photon map already represents a precomputation of the indirect lighting, in general only one final gather
iteration is needed to diminish the low frequency noise while also
providing a full solution to the rendering equation.

Figure 35: the photon shooting and rendering passes of the Photon Mapping algorithm [6]

Finally, a very powerful optimization technique for Photon Mapping is found in
irradiance caching. Although the scope of this technique falls outside of the domain of
this thesis, a brief explanation can be found in appendix A.

4.2 CUDAray Framework
In order to focus on the Photon Mapping aspect of this project, a CUDA based Whittedstyle ray tracer is used as a framework for the implementation. The chosen ray tracer,
called ‘CUDAray’, was written by Michael Phillips for his own master thesis on CUDA
based ray tracing [28]. An example rendering is shown in Figure 36.
In his research he shows that the transition
from an already flexible programmable
pixel/vertex/geometry shader model on the
GPU to the more general purpose unified
shading architecture CUDA has benefitted
ray tracing in general by alleviating the
problems that arise when having to wrap
an algorithm like ray-tracing around what
was essentially a platform optimized for
rasterized graphics rendering. Several of
the problems that were encountered during
construction were highly divergent
secondary rays, lacking complex flow
controls on the GPU, high requirements on
limited caches and inability of recursion
due to implicit code inlining.

Figure 36: ray tracing using CUDAray [28]
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4.2.1 Host Implementation
The host implementation includes all the code that runs on the CPU. Most of the aspects
that have been implemented on the host are pre or post processing steps of the ray tracer.
Since their execution is not (necessarily) time-critical, it makes sense to implement these
in a straightforward manner instead of trying to rebuild them around the parallel
architecture, relaxing the requirements of inherent parallelism on these algorithms.
A relevant topic in this context is the usage of data structures. Since the ray-primitive
intersection test can easily account for most of the time spent in ray tracing, there is a lot
of potential optimization in using data structures such as the uniform grid and the KDtree. These group primitives spatially in order to minimize the amount of intersection
tests that need to be performed, typically resulting on a sub-linear bound for geometry
queries. The concepts of data structures are discussed later in the context of Photon
Mapping. However, for now the construction of the uniform grid is a good example of an
algorithm that fits better on the host, since it allows for creation in a recursive fashion
similar to that of an octtree.
Some of the components implemented on the host are as follows:
• Creation of the uniform grid and KD-tree spatial data structures.
• Importing the scene data into the application and organizing it in such a way that
it can then be sent to the GPU.
• Using Akenine-Möller’s method for triangle-box overlap testing [22].
• Post-display recalculation of the position and orientation of the camera system in
the virtual world.
• Preprocessing all the data that needs to be sent off to the GPU.
• All graphic user interface aspects.
Note that some aspects like uniform grid creation could potentially still benefit from the
sheer computing power of the GPU when implemented in its straightforward parallel
approach. However, porting already existing features in CUDAray to the GPU falls
outside the scope of this project.

4.2.2 Device Implementation
The device implementation of CUDAray, which is the code that will be run on the GPU,
consists mostly of the core rendering algorithm and the spatial data traversal. The data
imported by the CPU to the GPU before kernel execution consists of the following:
• A variety of singular variables, such as screen resolution, shadow activation,
number of lights and primitives and data structure information.
• The model’s colors, textures, vertex locations, normals and texture coordinates
• Lists containing the number of primitives and the actual primitives embedded in
the uniform grid’s voxels and de KD-tree’s nodes.
• The lights and camera information, dynamically updated during execution.
After importing this information, the kernel is executed with a chosen grid and block size.
These dictate the number of multiprocessors and threads per multiprocessor over which
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the kernel will be distributed in parallel. These numbers need to be chosen with care,
since not only do they have a large influence on the occupancy of the multiprocessors,
they also determine the sharing of the memory resources and therefore the available
register space for the kernel.
The components that have been implemented on the device consist of generating and
tracing the primary rays, the secondary specular rays and the shadow rays. The secondary
rays make use of a stack mechanism (implemented in CUDA as well) to handle the
recursive nature of ray traversal when the ray will be split up into a refracted and
reflected ray. Another component implemented on the GPU is the traversal of both the
uniform grid and KD-tree data structures. The KD-tree uses a similar stack mechanism to
handle its recursive nature. These data structures are used to efficiently find candidate
primitives for triangle intersection, which is also handled by the kernel. This triangle
intersection has been implemented using a fast ray-triangle intersection mechanism using
barycentric coordinates by Möller and Trumbore [23]. To complete the rendering
functionality, shading has also been included in the kernel as well. In general,
unidirectional light without light fall-off is used, although support for local light sources
with light fall-off over its domain is implemented as an efficient alternative.

4.2.3 Adaptations to the Framework
Although CUDAray forms a very
well designed framework for
research into photon mapping on
CUDA, it has not been constructed
with the possibility of continued
research in mind. Hence a full
refactoring and commenting iteration
had to take place. Although a lot of
work has been done to make the
framework ready for use, these
changes are not relevant enough to
this thesis’ main topic to have been
included in this documentation. If the
reader is interested in these changes,
a full change log can be obtained by
contacting the author.

Figure 37: Cornell box scene with spheres [17]

Additionally, when moving from a focus on ray tracing to the Photon Mapping global
illumination algorithm, the rendering test scene changed from the one visualized in
Figure 36 to the so-called ‘Cornell box’. The Cornell box is a scene typically used for the
demonstration of indirect illumination, where light reaching the ceiling and the color
bleeding from the walls are typical examples of diffuse reflection. For this thesis, we use
a common adaptation of the Cornell box where the two cuboids present in the box are
replaced with transmissive and reflective spheres, in order to provide a clear and distinct
demonstration for caustic effects as well. See Figure 37 for an example of this scene.
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Further note that to distinguish our parallel implementation of (Progressive) Photon
Mapping from the CUDAray framework that it is built upon, we have named our Photon
Mapping renderer ‘Epicurus’ and shall refer to it by this name from here on out.

4.3 Photon Mapping Implementation
In this subchapter we will provide an in-depth discussion on the specific issues
encountered while adapting the Photon Mapping algorithm to the GPU architecture. In
Chapter 4.3.1 we discuss some issues regarding random number generation on parallel
platform and the possible light source types. In Chapter 4.3.2 we discuss the Russian
roulette Monte Carlo approach and its resulting variance. In Chapter 4.3.3 we explain
some of the problems concerning hemispherical sampling and the importance of
weighted sampling. In Chapter 4.3.4 we look at some of the parallel architecture specific
problems of photon map storage and at the construction of certain spatial data structures
for the photon map. In Chapter 4.3.5 we handle the core algorithm of Photon Mapping;
the photon density estimation and the k nearest neighbor search used for its
implementation. In Chapter 4.3.6 we discuss the traversal algorithms data structures used
for the k nearest neighbor search and some of the issues that emerge during the
adaptation to the parallel GPU architecture. In Chapter 4.3.7 we discuss some of the
filters than can be applied to the resulting radiance estimates in order to assign weighting
to photons depending on their proximity to the hit point. In Chapter 4.3.8 we culminate
the work of Chapters 4.3.1 to 4.3.7 and show the directly visualized result (so-called
‘approximate Photon Mapping’) and discuss the variance and bias component of this
approach’s error measurement. Finally, in Chapter 4.3.9 we discuss the details of a more
accurate approach (aptly named ‘accurate Photon Mapping’), which uses a dedicated
caustics photon map and the final gather approach to simulate indirect illumination.

4.3.1 Photon Shooting Pass: Initialization
The first major step of the Photon Mapping algorithm is the photon shooting pass, where
one generates photons from the light sources, propagates them into the scene, models the
interactions with the hit surface materials and stores these in the photon map.
For the initialization of this phase a few things need to be taken into account. First of all
there are aspects like copying the data from the host to the device. Then there’s the
random number generation aspect, which will be used for hemispherical Monte Carlo
sampling at photon generation and propagation due to diffuse reflection, as well as in the
Russian Roulette based determination of photon propagation. The main issue when
dealing with random number generation is that CUDA does not natively support this per
thread. For this reason a parallel adaptation of the ‘linear congruential pseudo-random
number generator’ (or ‘LCPRNG’) has been implemented in CUDA.
The initial problem dealt with when creating a parallel random number generator is that
care needs to be taken when choosing the seeds. Although using different seeds for each
photon (thread) is rather straightforward with CUDA because of its transparent thread
hierarchy, this will result in a linear dependency in the seeds of each thread. Since we are
using a linear congruential PRNG, the linear dependency will invariantly remain after
each iteration of the same LCPRNG.
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This results in a linear dependency between the polar coordinates of each photon. In our
specific seeding approach, this dependency can be observed through the patterns shown
in Figure 38. In order to solve this problem, further obfuscation has been applied by using
completely different linear congruential PRNG parameters per variable, making the
amount of pre-processed iterations of the PRNG execution dependant on the seed and
using a simple Caesar cipher.

Figure 38: emerging patterns in Epicurus due to dependencies in pseudo random number generation

Another problem with a linear congruential PRNG is that its results are not sufficiently
random for pure Monte Carlo methods, which hemispherical sampling and Russian
roulette are. As such a parallel adaptation for alternative methods such as the Mersenne
Twister forms an option. However, due to the domain limitation on the number of
photons imposed by the memory bounds, the limited randomness of the linear
congruential PRNG does not seem to be of consequence for our purposes.
The last aspect when dealing with the initialization of the photon shooting pass is the type
of light sources that are used in the scene. There is a plethora of light types, amongst
which the diffuse point light, area light and complex light (see Figure 39). Although
CUDAray only supports diffuse point lights for ray tracing, support for area light sources
has been added for the implementation of Photon Mapping. As such, the generated
photons are randomly distributed over said area light source.

Figure 39: (a) point light source, (b) area light source and (c) complex light source [17]
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4.3.2 Photon Shooting Pass: Russian Roulette
After a photon has been generated and has been cast into the scene, it will hit many
geometric primitives over the course of its lifespan. When interacting with a surface
material on such a hit, the diffuse reflection, specular reflection and specular transmission
ratios associated with the hit surface material determine the distribution of the photon’s
associated flux over these interactions. Ideally one would model this by generating a new
ray for each type of interaction and scaling the power according to the ratios. However, it
is easy to see that this would result in an exponential growth of the number of simulated
rays, which is why this approach tends to be computationally unfeasible.
Alternatively, one can approximate this behavior using Russian roulette. In general this
process uses the diffuse reflection, specular reflection and specular transmission ratios
associated with the hit surface material to stochastically determine the photon
propagation as follows:
• ξ ∈ [0, ρDr ] for diffuse reflection
• ξ ∈ [ ρDr , ρDr + ρSr ] for specular reflection
• ξ ∈ [ ρDr + ρSr , ρDr + ρSr + ρSt ] for specular transmission
• ξ ∈ [ ρDr + ρSr + ρSt ,1] for absorption
Where ρDr, ρSr and ρSt are the surface material coefficients.
As can be seen, Russian roulette uses probabilistic sampling to eliminate work and still
get the correct result. As mentioned in Chapter 3.4.4, Russian roulette can be thought of
as an importance sampling technique where the probability distribution function is used
to eliminate unimportant parts of the domain.
Because Russian roulette is an approximation through Monte Carlo integration, it
introduces an error through variance. In order to show that Russian roulette doesn’t
introduce any bias, let’s assume a situation where there’s a certain chance p that another
propagation Ln is performed.

L 
ξ < p → p 


(Eq. 16) L n = 

 ξ ≥ p → 0 


Now, when computing the expected value of the estimator for Ln, Equation 17 arises
E{Ln }
(Eq. 17) E{Ln } = (1 − p ) ⋅ 0 + p ⋅
= E{Ln }
p
Which proves that Russian roulette is unbiased.
In order to effectively show the difference between the normal approach and Russian
roulette, a scenario description can be used. Let’s say 1000 photons will hit a given
surface. The surface material properties are such that 50% of the incoming flux will be
absorbed, 30% will be specularly reflected and 20% will be specularly transmitted. The
normal approach would simulate this by generating two new rays with 30% and 20% of
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the photon’s original flux. Russian roulette would end up on average with 500 absorbed
photons and 500 propagated photons, of which 300 through specular reflection and 200
through specular transmission.
As can be seen, using Russian roulette allows the flux associated with each photon to be
kept constant, which has a positive effect on the resulting variance. Additionally, by
terminating photons through absorption, less computing power for ray calculation is
needed as photons interact with absorbing surfaces. Note that when Russian roulette
determines that the photon will be propagated, the BRDF of the associated propagation
type will be used to determine the direction of propagation. Further note that although
distinctions between the spectral bands are supported by Russian roulette,
implementation of these falls outside of the domain of this thesis.

4.3.3 Photon Shooting Pass: Hemisphere Sampling
In order to simulate the light leaving from a light source or from a surface after a diffuse
reflection interaction, one needs to model the photons leaving in all directions along a
hemisphere. Since the spatial interval can be chosen towards the zero limit, a potentially
unlimited amount of directions need to be sampled in order to perform full hemispherical
radiance integration. Since we don’t have an unlimited amount of computing power, it is
of practical use that we use a Monte Carlo approximation to the hemispherical integral.
In order to attain the randomized sampling directions needed for the Monte Carlo
approach, it is important to first ascertain which sampling technique we’ll be using. The

most straightforward approach is to take three random numbers ξ x / y / z ∈ [0,1] and
then map these random numbers onto a vector within the cube around the point of
interest. When the length of the vector is higher than 1, the vector will be rejected and a
new direction will be sampled. Hence this technique is called rejection sampling. Another
technique is explicit sampling, where two random numbers are mapped onto polar
coordinates for a hemisphere ( θ ∈ [0,0.5 ⋅ π ] , ϕ ∈ [0,2 ⋅ π ] ), which are automatically
accepted as samples.
Since the rejection sampling technique is in essence serialized when a sample is rejected,
execution time is basically dominated by the maximum amount of iterations needed
before any single sample is accepted. On the other hand, the explicit sampling technique
is embarrassingly parallel in nature. As such the explicit sampling technique has been
chosen as the sampling technique for implementation in CUDA.
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A few difficulties have been encountered when implementing this
technique in Epicurus. First of all, one needs to take extreme care
when mixing polar coordinates (Figure 40) and Cartesian
coordinates. Because polar coordinates are centered on a fixed
coordinate system, it is not quite trivial to attain a hemisphere
around an arbitrary normal by using just polar coordinates. Instead,
first the polar coordinates of the surface normal needed to be
obtained, such that both the normal and the random sample are in
Figure 40: polar
the same coordinate system and have the same origin. After this
coordinates [W12]
‘normalization’ step, the random direction can be translated into
Cartesian coordinates and rotation over the normal’s polar
coordinates can be performed to get the hemisphere centered on the normal.
Another difficulty lies in the nature of the hemispherical sampling. Although the
abovementioned approach allows for randomized hemispherical sampling, uniform
hemispherical sampling is required for things such as distributing the light equally over
the hemisphere. The problem is that this will result in uneven sample spacing when
mapped to the hemisphere. This is because using straightforward linear uniform sampling
on the hemisphere’s two individual polar coordinates theta and phi might result in correct
samples that are equidistant along theta and phi individually, but the spacing between
each equal phi sample grows the closer theta gets to the ‘horizon’ of the hemisphere
(0.5π). This results in a sparser sampling density along the ‘horizon’ of the hemisphere
and as such is detrimental to the even distribution of the sampling implementation. This
problem is visualized in Figure 41.

Figure 41: non-uniform (purple) vs uniform (magenta) hemispherical sampling

The solution to this problem can be found by using cosine weighted sampling along theta.
When theta = acos(random_number1) and phi = random_number2 * 2.0 * PI, the amount
of samples near the horizon of the hemisphere grows. Since linear sampling of
random_number1 would result in a rapidly increasing growth along the horizon,
additional weighting using Gaussian distribution can be used to smoothen out the
resulting samples, which can be done using theta = acos(square_root(random_number1)).
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This process has been visualized in Figure 41 as well. In this picture the linear sampling
approach is shown within the purple polygon, resulting in a uniform spacing between the
individual axes (yellow lines), while resulting in a non-uniform spacing globally. The
correct approach of cosine-weighted sampling is shown within the magenta circle.
In order to show the influence of linear and weighted sampling on the scene’s light
distribution, a collage of different weighting functions has been included in Figure 42.

Figure 42: lighting weighing functions (a) asin(sqrtf), (b) asin, (c) neutral, (d) acos, (e) acos(sqrtf)

4.3.4 Photon Shooting Pass: Photon Map Storage
Although all the techniques described in the previous subchapters explain how the
photons propagate in the scene and when they terminate, it doesn’t state anything about
when photon information needs to be saved into the photon map.
In essence the photon information will be stored into the photon map upon each
interaction with a non-specular surface. Since one of the goals of Photon Mapping is to
decouple the photons from the scene geometry (thereby making the algorithm running
time independent from geometry size), they are generally stored into separate data
structures. This separation also allows one to make full use of the photons’ point based
nature when constructing and traversing the data structure, instead of having to work with
the domain limitations imposed by the geometry’s polygonal nature.
Another benefit of this point based nature is that the millions of photons can be stored in
a compact fashion. In total, one can suffice with 20 bytes per photon, where 12 bytes are
used for storage, 2 bytes for the polar coordinates describing the incoming direction, 4
bytes for the flux and 2 bytes can be used as flags for data structure purposes.
The photon map storage algorithm is divided into constructing the so called ‘caustics
photon map’ and ‘global photon map’. These photon maps are visualized in Figure 43.
• The caustics photon map saves photons which have been reflected or transmitted
via one specular surface before hitting a diffuse surface. As such it saves all the
photons whose light path notations are described as LS+D. The caustics photon
map simulates directly visible caustics, which are often focused phenomena
meaning it doesn’t require a lot of photons to obtain high accuracy.
• On the other hand, the global photon map is used for direct visualization of
Equation 15 as well as sampling the final gather rays. The global photon map
saves all the photons whose light path notations are described as L(S|D)*D.
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Figure 43: the storage of photons in the photon maps [6]

If the photon map would be stored into a simple two-dimensional array, any photon
lookup query would have to be performed by using a brute force approach, which has a
O(n) running time. Since every photon lookup requires digging through millions upon
millions of photons, this bound would be extremely prohibitive to Photon Mapping’s
applicability in real life scenarios. In order to solve this problem, the photons need to be
stored in specialized geometric data structures based on their location coordinates.
Naturally there are many data structures that form good candidates for the Photon Map
storage, although they all suffer from their own distinct drawbacks. A good example of
this is the Voronoi diagram. As will be discussed later, running time bounds are not the
end-all be-all in photon map storage criteria, since it is also very important that the data
structure lends itself extremely well to the core of the photon density estimation
algorithm; the k nearest neighbor find algorithm. Due to its nature the Voronoi diagram
would be a perfect fit for this. However, the Voronoi diagram applicability is crippled
through its curse of dimensionality, requiring an unfeasible O(n2) storage space.
Due to the domain limitations on this thesis, we have had to limit the potential data
structure candidates to the most common data structures that focus on handling static
scenes, which are the uniform grid and the KD-tree data structures.
The uniform grid is a geometric data structure that subdivides the scene equilaterally
along each axis. Since this approach does not take the underlying photon distribution into
account it is near optimal if photons are uniformly distributed, but has a O(n) worst case
running time when they are not, as is often the case due to focused caustic effects and
general non-uniform distribution of surfaces.
A more distribution-aware candidate is found in the KD-tree, which essentially uses the
underlying photon distribution to determine the splitting plane along the chosen axis of
each recursion until a termination condition is triggered by going below a certain
threshold of remaining photons. An unbalanced KD-tree allows us to locate a photon in
O(log n) average case and O(n) worst case running time, while a balanced KD-tree has a
O(log n) worst case bound. Although this bound generally makes KD-trees a better
option for geometric data storage, due to the dynamic geometric form of the KD-tree data
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structure, node traversal introduces a higher overhead than is the case with the uniform
grid. Because of this overhead it is extremely important to find a good local optimum
between minimizing the number of photons per node and the KD-tree traversal overhead
cost. Our biggest tools in finding this local optimum are the many KD-tree splitting plane
algorithms, which are compared in Chapter 6.3.
Note that the construction of the uniform grid and the KD-tree is essentially the same as
the construction of the variants used to store the geometry in CUDAray, except that the
non-divisibility of the primitive means that no voxel/node-primitive intersection handling
needs to be implemented and that the splitting plane choices are greatly simplified.

Figure 44: renderings of the Otago scene in Epicurus. (a) ray traced rendering, (b) KD-tree
visualization of the geometry, (c) uniform grid visualization of the photon map

In the description of the Photon Mapping technique it is mentioned that the photons
should be stored on each diffuse or glossy (i.e. non-specular) surface interaction.
Although this is a seemingly straightforward and inconspicuous criterion, it is actually an
incredibly fascinating multi-layered aspect of Photon Mapping. The first thing to realize
about this criterion is that if one saves the photon flux at every non-specular interaction
with the scene, the amount of energy saved into the photon map will be a multitude of the
amount of energy transported by the emanated light, thus completely breaking the
physical law of conservation of energy! Although this seems like a bane to the Photon
Mapping approach, the interesting aspect is that it is actually mostly a boon.
In order to show this, a simple scenario will be given. When sending x photons into the
scene with only diffuse surfaces with an absorption ratio of 0.1 and only saving the
photon information on the actual absorption (i.e. the last) interaction, the total number of
photons saved would be x. When sending x photons into the same scene and saving the
photon information on each diffuse surface interaction, the amount of photons saved will
∞

be ∑ x ⋅ 0.1i (where i equals the depth level).
i =0

Seeing as how the ratio of the number of photons between each depth level is exactly the
same for both methods (when x grows to infinity), this approach does not increase
variance or introduce bias. So the bottom line is that by sacrificing the law of
conservation of energy, the approach of photon storage at each non-specular surface hit
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∞

can process ∑ x ⋅ 0.1i more photons in (approximately) the same computing time than
i =1

with the approach of photon storage on the absorption hit!
However, there is still the sacrifice of the law of conservation of energy, which does
come with a caveat. Because the surface interactions cannot be predicted a priori, the
amount of energy ending up in the scene cannot either. Although the variable amount of
energy can be calculated after the photon shooting pass has been completed, it does
complicate matters when trying to find an intelligent way of mapping the calculated
radiance onto the 24 bit RGB domain.
Sadly, this clever aspect of Photon Mapping also suffers from the perfect example of the
more subtle limitations imposed by CUDA; since as of writing no dynamic memory
reallocation is supported in CUDA and (a limit on) the amount of photons stored cannot
be predicted a priori when using the “save photon each non-specular interaction”
approach, there is no choice but to fall back on saving the photons only when Russian
roulette dictates that they will be absorbed.
In Figure 45, we show a direct visualization of the individual photons in the resulting
photon map, both from an overview perspective of the Cornell box scene as well as a
close-up of the individual photons in Epicurus.

Figure 45: photon map (a) overview perspective [17], (b) close-up in Epicurus

4.3.5 Rendering Pass: Photon Density Estimation
The photon shooting pass and the rendering pass are the two major components of the
Photon Mapping algorithm. In the last few subchapters we have given an overview of the
specific components of the photon shooting pass and the issues encountered when
adapting them for parallel implementation in Epicurus.
After the photon information has been stored, we can conclude the photon shooting pass
and start working on the rendering pass. The first part of the rendering pass is to
determine the points in the scene that are visible to the observer. As has been mentioned
in the global explanation of the Photon Mapping algorithm in Chapter 4.1, the ray
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generation, casting, propagation and intersection routines are all exactly the same as in
classic Whitted-style ray tracing. Hence we can use the entire ray tracing functionality
(except for shading) of CUDAray as a framework for our rendering pass implementation.
After the visible points in the scene are determined, we need to start thinking about how
the shading of the hit points will be handled. As explained in Chapter 4.1.2, Photon
Mapping’s radiance estimation derived from the rendering equation is described as
d 2φ ( x ← Ψ )
(Eq. 18) L( x ← Ψ ) =
cos( N x , Ψ )dω Ψ dAi
The differential part of Equation 18 (dΦ/dA) is called the photon density estimation,
which essentially uses the photon map for the statistical data stored therein. There are
several distinctive types of density approximation approaches.
One of these is the ‘histogram density approximation’ approach, which accumulates the
power carried by the photons for some local region. Knowing the area of this region
immediately gives an estimate of the photon density. Although this approach is direct and
easy to implement, it only supports Lambertian surfaces, since the photon’s direction is
not stored. Additionally, the histogram approach is not decoupled from the geometry,
which results in a complexity bound in the rendering equation on the geometry.
An alternative that does not suffer from the mentioned drawbacks is the ‘kernel density
approximation’. However, this approach can only be applied to processes where it can
work directly on the individual elements. As such, storing the individual photon hits
enables Photon Mapping to make use of a kernel density approximation approach.
A visualization of density estimation using both approaches is shown in Figure 46.

Figure 46: density estimation using a histogram method and nearest neighbor approach [6]

In order to perform the photon density estimation, we need to retrieve the n closest
photons to the hit point (dΦ) and the area over which these are found (dA). Both of these
can be attained by performing a k-nearest neighbor query over the hit point on the photon
map. This can be done by expanding a sphere around the hit point until n photons are
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enclosed within said sphere. By assuming that the surface is locally flat around the hit
point, we can compute this area by projecting the sphere onto the surface and using the
area of the resulting circle, which replaces dA with πr2.
Because this photon density estimation only takes the nearest neighbors into account, it
will stop considering the influence of photons beyond these. Hence the Photon Mapping
algorithm is considered biased. This bias is expressed as a low-frequency noise, which
fits well with the slowly transitioning nature of diffuse reflection effects, but becomes a
problem on the edges of high frequency features, such as caustics. However, the bias in
Photon Mapping is considered to be consistent. This means that if the amount of photons
in the photon map and in the density estimation grows to infinity the bias grows to zero,
which is another way of saying that the method converges to the correct solution.
Mathematically this is expressed as follows:
α

1 N
(Eq. 19) L( x → Θ) = Le ( x → Θ) + lim 2 ∑ ( x, Ψ p → Θ)∆φ p ( x ← Ψ )
N → ∞ πr p =1
Where ∀α ∈ ]0,1[ . This formula shows that arbitrarily good radiance estimates can be
obtained when the amount of photons and samples (to a lesser degree) grow to infinity.
Due to the spherical nature of the nearest neighbor inclusion, there are a few unforeseen
consequences when doing the photon density estimation.

Figure 47: comparison of incorrect photon inclusion between a sphere and disc location method [17]

First of all, Figure 47 shows that the assumption that the surface is locally flat within the
sphere of inclusion often does not hold on edges and corners. In these situations it often
happens that photons from adjacent surfaces are included in the density estimation, which
might result in overexposure visible as mach bands. A way to counter this is by using an
ellipsoid as the zone of inclusion through contracting the sphere in the direction of the
normal. This way the photons from radically differing adjacent surfaces will be ignored.
Another problem with the spherical approach to the nearest
neighbor find component of the photon density estimation is that
when the sampled hit point is close to a corner or edge, the
projected area of the disc may not correctly represent the true area
covered by the photons. An example of this is shown in Figure 48.
A potential solution to this problem can be found in computing
the convex hull of the photons.
Figure 48: issue with area projection near corners [17]
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Note that solving these photon density estimation issues falls outside of the scope of this
thesis. However, their effects are alleviated by the filtering approaches which we
introduce in Chapter 4.3.7. A last geometrical problem that needs to be taken into account
is that on thin surfaces the sphere of inclusion will also include photons on the nonvisible side of the object. This can be easily countered by only including photons that
pass a simple dot-product check with the surface’s normal.
There is also some potential for optimization of the photon density estimation
implementation itself. A lot of optimizations are small and practical, such as the simple
observation that we can use squared distances in order to evade expensive square root
calculations for each distance check. However, there are also some conceptual
optimizations to be found.
An example of this is found in the
‘max/binary heap’. Although the photon
density estimation uses an expanding sphere
of inclusion until k nearest neighbors are
found, when making use of data structures
we often include photons that at a later point
end up being replaced by other closer points.
In order to quickly replace the current max
distance photon, it often pays off to keep
Figure 49: example of max heap [W12]
track of a max heap. This algorithm sorts the
distances from the hit point to the found photons hierarchically in such a way that the top
of each sub hierarchy represents its max value. An example of this is shown in Figure 49.
From the figure the deduction can be made that the photon with the maximum distance
can always be found in one step and the photon with the second highest distance (to
replace the max distance photon after removal) can be found in a maximum of three steps.

4.3.6 Rendering Pass: Data Structure Traversal
In order to perform the photon density estimation, we need to find the k nearest neighbors
for each hit point in the scene. If a simple array would be used for data storage, it would
take O(k * n) worst time to perform a single hit point’s radiance estimation.
Hence we will be using the uniform grid and KD-tree data structures. As mentioned
before, a single photon lookup in a uniform grid is generally a lot faster than brute force,
but still shares the worst case bound of O(n). The KD-tree’s bounds are O(n) worst case
and O(log n) average case, while it becomes O(n) worst case when balanced. In this
subchapter we will explain the problems encountered when performing k nearest
neighbor find in said data structures implemented in parallel in Epicurus.
Due to the uniform nature of the grid, it might seem like a nice fit for a parallel system to
simply go through all the voxels and perform a simple closest distance check between the
hit point and the voxel in order to ascertain whether the voxel needs to be checked.
Although this is a nice and straightforward approach of nearest neighbor find on the
uniform grid, the problem is that thread divergences result in a serialization of the process,
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since every thread will most probably end up inspecting a different voxel. Even if one
would use a mailboxing mechanism to perform the voxel inspection at the same time, the
amount of photons in them is still variable, resulting in yet another serialization. Hence
we need a less naive approach to implementing uniform grid based nearest neighbor find.
A simple and efficient parallel implementation is by starting the search at the voxel
containing the hitpoint and block-wise expanding the search distance after each step. So
in step 0 we would inspect the voxel containing the hit point, in step 1 we would inspect
the voxels in a hollow 3 x 3 block outward from the voxel of step 1, in step 2 we would
inspect the voxels in a hollow 5 x 5 block outward from the voxels of step 2, etc. The
algorithm is terminated once all voxels of a certain step fall outside of the max search
distance’s range. The maximum voxel distance at each step x can be described as
Max _ Dist = 3 ⋅ x 2 and the number of inspected voxels at each step beyond the initial
one as # InspVoxel = ( x ⋅ 2 + 1) 3 − (( x − 1) ⋅ 2 + 1) 3 .
Although this ‘block expansion’ approach performs rather well, the relatively naïve
expansion style does result in a higher step size and inspected amount of voxels per step,
which potentially results in wasted work. Therefore a tighter fitting and more elegant
approach is implemented. This approach is conceptually the same, except that at each
step only the direct neighbors of the last step are inspected. So in step 0 we would inspect
the voxel containing the hit point, in step 1 we could inspect the 6 voxels outwardly
neighboring the voxel of step 0, in step 2 we would inspect the 18 voxels outwardly
neighboring the voxels of step 1, etc. The algorithm is terminated in the same way; once
all voxels of a certain step fall outside of the max search distance’s range. The maximum
voxel distance at each step x can be described as Max _ Dist = x and the number of
inspected voxels at each step beyond the initial one as
x

# InspVoxel = 2 + x ⋅ 4 + ∑ 2 ⋅ (i − 1) ⋅ 4 .
i =1

Although this ‘neighbor expansion’ approach obviously outperforms the ‘block
expansion’ approach, the latter has still been included in Epicurus for reference and can
be activated by deselecting ‘Uniform Grid Parallel Range Expansion’. Note that although
each approach results in improved parallelism with regards to checking the voxels,
divergences still occur because each voxel contains a different amount of photons.
The following sections give the pseudocode for the ‘block expansion’ (Code Segment 1)
and ‘neighbor expansion’ (Code Segment 1) approaches that have been described above.
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current_depth = 1;
voxloc = voxel_location = {hit_point_voxel.x/y/z};
While (not_all_current_depth’s_voxels_out_of_range)
{
For each ‘layer1’ from –current_depth to current_depth
{
For each ‘layer2’ from –current_depth to current_depth
{
For each ‘layer3’ from –current_depth to current_depth
{
If (abs(layer1) + abs(layer2) + abs(layer3) == current_depth)
checkVoxel(voxloc.x + layer1, voxloc.y + layer2, voxloc.z + layer3);
}
}
}
current_depth++;
}
Code Segment 1: Uniform Grid Parallel Range Expansion – block expansion
current_depth = 1;
voxloc = voxel_location = {hit_point_voxel.x/y/z};
While (not_all_current_depth’s_voxels_out_of_range)
{
For each ‘layer’ from –current_depth+1 to current_depth-1
{
sub_depth = current_depth – abs(layer);
For each ‘sublayer’ from –sub_depth+1 to sub_depth-1
{
inverse_sublayer = sub_depth – abs(sublayer);
checkVoxel(voxloc.x + sublayer, voxloc.y + inverse_sublayer, voxloc.z + layer);
checkVoxel(voxloc.x + sublayer, voxloc.y - inverse_sublayer, voxloc.z + layer);
}
checkVoxel(voxloc.x + sub_depth, voxloc.y, voxloc.z + layer);
checkVoxel(voxloc.x - sub_depth, voxloc.y, voxloc.z + layer);
}
checkVoxel(voxloc.x, voxloc.y, voxloc.z + current_depth);
checkVoxel(voxloc.x, voxloc.y, voxloc.z - current_depth);
current_depth++;
}
Code Segment 2: Uniform Grid Parallel Range Expansion – neighbor expansion

KD-tree traversal for the nearest neighbor find algorithm is generally implemented by
starting at the root of the KD-tree and using recursion to enter the branches whose
splitting planes are within range of the maximum search distance. A depth first search is
used and the recursion is prioritized such that the first leaf encountered will be the one
containing the hit point. After this initial step, the DFS will be continued by going up and
down the hierarchy while checking the max search distance continuously and inspecting
leaf nodes while they are encountered, until the traversal is completed. This approach
shows that the KD-tree is quite amenable to nearest neighbor find algorithms, since the
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recursive nature is elegantly used to implicitly maintain a good locality to the hit point
while expanding the search. This approach is visualized in Figure 50.

Figure 50: visualization of stack-based KD-tree traversal for k nearest neighbor search

However, when implementing this algorithm in parallel in Epicurus, a problem similar to
the one encountered when implementing a KD-tree for ray tracing on parallel systems is
encountered; recursion is not supported by CUDA because of implicit inlining and in
general causes serious code divergences in any parallel architecture. This problem is
similar to the standard KD-tree traversal problems encountered in CUDAray, and is
solved in a similar fashion by implementing a software stack to keep track of the nodes
that still need to be processed.
The initial implementation of this algorithm in Epicurus adheres to the general
description of the algorithm as presented above. However, although it checks whether the
distance to the splitting plane is lower than the max search distance as a criterion for
placing the second node on the stack, it does not perform this check again after popping
the node from the stack, even when the max search distance might have been updated in
the meantime (which is an optimization which will be discussed later). In its newer form,
the default implementation stores the distance to the splitting plane with the node when it
is put onto the stack, performing the check again when processing it later. The old
approach can be activated in Epicurus by deselecting ‘KD-tree Updated Range Check’.
Having implemented both the KD-tree and uniform grid based nearest neighbor find
algorithms gives us a good opportunity for performance comparisons. A very interesting
aspect in this context is that the uniform grid implementation actually consistently
outperforms the KD-tree implementation for relatively low photon counts, while the KDtree’s implicit adaptivity to spatial distribution would suggest that the opposite should be
true. These anomalous results and their possible causes are discussed in Chapter 6.4.
Note that during the discourse on both approaches we have mentioned the maximum
search distance many times, usually in the context of excluding a voxel or node from
inspection when it would exceed this distance. In this context it needs to be noted that the
initial maximum search distance is a user set parameter (‘Photon Range’) within Epicurus.
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Although it might seem counterintuitive to put an artificial bound on the search range of
the nearest neighbor find algorithm, its usefulness is easily demonstrated in the scenario
where we need to find x nearest neighbors in a scene with an uneven photon distribution
where only x-1 photons are present in a certain area. Not only will this result in higher
computation requirements for a minimal payoff, but it will also allow an unreasonable
amount of blurring to occur due to the large area increase caused by including distant
photons in these edge cases. Furthermore, it also forms a user-controllable trade off
between noise (caused by too small a radius yielding an insufficient number of photons)
and blur (cased by too large a search radius) in the photon density estimate.
The maximum search distance is later reused for optimization of the nearest neighbor
find’s efficiency. Since we do not have any information a priori about the photons’
distance from the hit points in question, expanding the sphere around the hit point by
adding photons usually doesn’t result in a best-fitting sphere around the k nearest
neighbors once the quota is initially reached. In other words; we may have found k
photons that fall within the maximum search distance, but they’re not necessarily the
closest ones. This means that we need to continue searching for closer photons until
we’ve ascertained that all the voxels/nodes in the current step fall outside of the
maximum search range. This concept is visualized in Figure 51.
In order to minimize wasting computing power on voxel/node inspection, we can update
the maximum search distance with the distance of the farthest photon candidate once the
quota is reached. Every time a closer photon is found afterwards, the furthest photon will
be deleted and the maximum search distance value will be updated to the second highest
candidate’s distance, for which keeping track of a max heap is highly beneficial.

Figure 51: visualization of the k-nearest neighbor algorithm with k = 6. Photons within the maximum
search distance (outer circle) are added in (b), (c), (d) and (e). In (f) the 6 closest photons are found
and the algorithm will keep searching as long as within range of the new maximum search range [30]
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4.3.7 Rendering Pass: Filters
If the number of photons in the photon map decreases while the number of photon
samples taken stays constant, the area over which the same amount of photons are found
will increase, thereby increasing the blurriness of the photon density estimation.
This phenomenon, which is especially visible at edges of sharp features in the
illumination, can be clearly identified by the blurry overlapping circles visible near the
edges of the caustics and shadows in Figure 52(a).
This problem has been mentioned earlier when discussing the need for an artificially
preset maximum search distance. However, since this is a user set parameter, it is not a
consistent solution to the posed problem. In order to mitigate the damage this effect has
on the aesthetics of the rendering results, we can increase the weight of photons close to
the point of interest by making use of filtering techniques. Since the topic of filtering
techniques is a field on itself, we are limiting our implementation to two common radially
symmetric filtering techniques; the ‘cone filter’ and the ‘Gaussian filter’ [27].
The cone filter is a linear filter which assigns a weight to each photon’s flux based on the
distance between the photon and the currently handled hit point x. Mathematically, this is
expressed as follows.
dis tan ce p ↔ x
(Eq. 20) w pc = 1 −
cFilter ⋅ max Radius
Where cFilter is a user set filter constant and maxRadius is the maximum distance from
the hit point to all the photons.
At this point it needs to be noted that although the expanding sphere of photon density
estimation acts in three dimensional space through, the area estimate component assumes
the photons are stored at two-dimensional surfaces. Because of this assumption, we need
a two-dimensional filter which is normalized over the region defined by the photons. This
normalization is applied by scaling the projected area with (1 – 2/3k). When applying this
normalization and the filter of Equation 20 to Photon Mapping’s radiance approximation
as described in Equation 15, we get the following.
(Eq. 21) L( x → Θ) ≈ Le ( x → Θ) +

1
2
(1 − )πr 2
3k

n

∑ f ( x, Ψ
p =1

r

p

→ Θ)∆φ p ( x ← Ψ ) w pc

As is shown in Figure 52(b), this filter removes the blurriness apparent in Figure 52(a),
but sacrifices the sharp features in the process by ‘smudging’ the result.
If we want to retain the sharp features, we will need to distribute with a higher emphasis
on the photons closer to the hit point. This can be done by using a Gaussian distribution.
Since a Gaussian distribution is already normalized, we need not normalize for the
assumption about the locally flat surfaces. The Gaussian filter is mathematically
described as follows.
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dp 

−β
 1 − e 2r 2 
(Eq. 22) w pg = α 1 −

1− e− β 



Where α and β are pre-set constants. When applied to Photon Mapping’s radiance
approximation as described in Equation 15, we get the following.
2

(Eq. 23) L( x → Θ) ≈ Le ( x → Θ) +

1
πr 2

n

∑ f ( x, Ψ
p =1

r

p

→ Θ)∆φ p ( x ← Ψ ) w pg

As is shown in Figure 52(c), this filter removes the blurriness apparent in Figure 52(a)
while retaining the sharp features.

Figure 52: Photon Mapping in Epicurus using (a) no filter, (b) cone filter, (c) Gaussian filter

When working in the field of graphics visualization, problems that require semantic
debugging in order to be solved often occur, as opposed to the syntactic debugging
required within many other fields. Often
this means that the debugging tools are
semantic in nature as well and need to be
integrated into the visualization. A good
example of this is the uniform grid and
KD-tree visualization routine depicted in
Figure 44 in Chapter 4.3.4. Another
fascinating example of this is a result
that has surfaced as a byproduct of filter
implementation. When using a cone
filter with two photon samples as the
parameter, an implicit Voronoi diagram
of the photon map emerges (Figure 53)!
This makes sense when considering that
a two photon sample cone filter will
reduce the influence of both photons to
zero on points equidistant from both
Figure 53: implicit emergence in Epicurus of a
photons (the Voronoi edges) and will
Voronoi diagram visualization of the photon map
only assume the flux of the closest
when using a cone filter with two sample photons
photon (the Voronoi cells).
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4.3.8 Rendering Pass: Approximate Photon Mapping
In essence the approximate photon map is the culmination of all the work described in the
previous subchapters put together into one working whole.
The first pass of the Photon Mapping algorithm is the photon shooting pass. To initialize
this pass, the data is copied into the video memory, random number generators are
initialized and photons are generated on the light sources (Chapter 4.3.1). Then there's the
determination of photon propagation using the Russian roulette scheme (Chapter 4.3.2).
In order to perform correct hemispherical sampling of the generated photon (and upon
diffuse reflection propagation) we use Monte Carlo integration (Chapter 4.3.3). After this
the photons are stored in the uniform grid and KD-tree data structures (Chapter 4.3.4).
The second pass of the approximate Photon Mapping algorithm is the rendering pass. In
this pass we employ a Whitted-style ray tracer to determine the hit points where we
perform the photon density estimation (Chapter 4.3.5) and is visualized in Figure 54. The
photon density estimation is obtained by performing the nearest neighbor find algorithm
on the uniform grid and KD-tree data structures (Chapter 4.3.6). Finally, the radiance
approximation is weighted by filters to eliminate visually disrupting low frequency noise
near sharp features (Chapter 4.3.7).

Figure 54: global overview of the approximate Photon Mapping approach, using a simple ray tracer
for determination of visible points and photon density estimation as the shading algorithm [17]

By performing all these steps, we end up with the radiance approximation described in
Equation 15. By accumulating the radiances of all hit points of a single pixel and scaling
them by the weight associated with each ray, we can directly visualize the radiance in the
resulting image. Since the photon map contains direct illumination, caustics and diffuse
reflections, approximate Photon Mapping can be used as a full solution on itself.
However, in this context it needs to be noted that the sacrifice of the law of conservation
of energy as mentioned in Chapter 4.3.4 does complicate matters when trying to map the
calculated radiance onto a 24 bit RGB domain. Since the topic of tone mapping falls
outside of this thesis’ domain, we have ascertained this mapping experimentally.
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A few of the problems with this direct visualization of the Photon Map lie in the error
introduced in Photon Mapping through variance and (consistent) bias. While the
bumpiness caused by the bias in the photon density estimation has already been discussed
at length in Chapter 4.3.5, the variance is visible through the lack of detail when using
photon maps with low numbers of shot photons and the bias through the bumpy
appearance when using small photon density sample sizes. The effects of these
parameters are visualized in Figure 55(a) and Figure 55(b). Also notice the effect of color
banding in the corners of Figure 55(b) caused by using a spherical approach to nearest
neighbor inclusion instead of e.g. an ellipsoid, as discussed in Chapter 4.3.5.

Figure 55: approximate Photon Mapping using (a) 10.000 photons in the photon map and 100
photons in the estimate, (b) 500.000 photons in the photon map and 500 photons in the estimate [17]

Notice that the specular and glossy reflections are being handled by the ray tracer instead
of the photon mapper, since these effects are efficiently simulated by eye rays.
Furthermore, a Photon Mapping implementation of such effects would require finding
photons with an incoming direction adhering to a Dirac-delta distribution, which would
be impossible for perfect specularity and extremely expensive to accurately simulate for
glossy surfaces.
Another optimization available to approximate Photon Mapping is found by also
performing the direct illumination using the ray tracer. Since ray tracing is fully capable
of simulating direct illumination and photon density estimation is much more expensive
than standard Phong-Blinn shading, this is a viable optimization. The photon map would
then be adapted to allow only for indirect illumination by ignoring the absorption
coefficient of the first hit surface and adding it to the diffuse reflection coefficient.

4.3.9 Rendering Pass: Accurate Photon Mapping
Although the approximate Photon Mapping technique provides a good and fast
approximation of the rendering equation, we need photon maps containing millions or
even billions of photons and a photon density estimation using thousands of samples in
order to truly achieve photorealistic results. Apart from the immense impact this would
have on computation times for data structure traversal and the photon density estimation
in general, the increased memory requirements imposed by such an amount of photons
would not be feasible on even modern system memory, let alone video card memory.
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As an alternative to approximate Photon Mapping for high quality image generation, we
can use the accurate Photon Mapping approach. This approach is roughly similar to
approximate Photon Mapping, seeing as the same radiance approximation using photon
density estimation is used (so same maths), but just in different ways.
Many path-based global illumination algorithms handle caustics badly, since there is a
very low chance in these algorithms that a ray hitting a surface will continue propagation
to a specular surface and then directly into a light source. Photon Mapping handles
caustics very gracefully, since the photon map represents all the paths whose light
transport notation are L(S|D)*D. In order to further emphasize the elegant handling of
caustics using Photon Mapping, the accurate approach makes use of a special caustic
photon map.
Initially diffuse reflection appears to be a strong suit for Photon Mapping as well. After
all, the low frequency noise caused by the bias in Photon Mapping fits very well with the
slow transition commonly seen in diffuse reflection. However, the variance responsible
for the blurry appearance discussed in Chapter 4.3.5 and the color banding as a result of
the spherical photon density estimation can be visually disrupting. In order to account for
all these problems, the accurate Photon Mapping approach simulates diffuse reflection by
expanding the ray tracer with final gather functionality. The topic of final gather has been
discussed in-depth in Chapter 3.5.3, where an emphasis was placed on its expensive
multi-ray spawning nature.
However, one benefit of Photon Mapping over most other global illumination algorithms
with relation to final gather is that all light paths L(S|D)*D can be obtained by
performing the photon density estimation after only one final gather iteration, while other
global illumination algorithms usually need to make use of recursive final gather to attain
realistic looking indirect illumination. The process of final gather based photon density
sampling is visualized in Figure 55.

Figure 56: using the final gather method to obtain indirect diffusely reflected illumination [17]
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In order to implement accurate Photon Mapping, we first need to separate the rendering
equation into its atomic components. In order to do so we first need to split up the
radiance into three parts.
(Eq. 24) L( x → Θ) = Ll ( x → Θ) + Lc ( x → Θ) + Ld ( x → Θ)
Where Ll(x,w) is the direct illumination, Lc(x,w) is indirect illumination via specular
reflection or transmission (caustics) and Ld(x,w) is indirect illumination from diffuse
reflection. Also, we need to separate the BRDF into a diffuse and specular part.
(Eq. 25) f r ( x, Ψ p → Θ) = f r , D ( x, Ψ p → Θ) + f r , S ( x, Ψ p → Θ)
We then split up the rendering equation in the following manner.
(Eq. 26) ∫ f r ( x, Ψ → Θ) L( x ← Ψ ) cos( N x , Ψ )dωΨ =
Ωx

∫ f ( x, Ψ → Θ) L ( x ← Ψ ) cos( N
r

l

x

, Ψ )dωΨ +

Direct illumination

Ωx

( x, Ψ → Θ)( Lc ( x ← Ψ ) + Ld ( x ← Ψ )) cos( N x , Ψ )dω Ψ +

Specular reflection

r,D

( x, Ψ → Θ) Lc ( x ← Ψ ) cos( N x , Ψ )dωΨ +

Caustics

r,D

( x, Ψ → Θ) Ld ( x ← Ψ ) cos( N x , Ψ )dωΨ +

Indirect illumination

∫f

r,S

∫f
∫f

Ωx

Ωx

Ωx

Figure 57 visualizes these components individually.

Figure 57: visualization of the four components of Equation 26 [17]
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These four components are handled by accurate Photon Mapping as follows
•

Direct illumination (Equation 26(a)) is simulated by making use of the ray tracer
and its shading routines, or by implementing a Photon Mapping specific technique
using so-called shadow photons.

•

Specular reflection and transmission are handled by the ray tracer as well instead
of the photon mapper, for the same reasons as given in the last chapter for
approximate Photon Mapping.

•

Since caustics simulation is handled so well by the Photon Mapping algorithm,
the accurate Photon Mapping approach dedicates a special caustics photon map
containing only photons with light paths LS*D. This caustic photon map is then
directly sampled of the ray tracer’s hit points coordinates, similar in style to
approximate Photon Mapping. Because of this dedicated map and the tendency of
focused caustics to have converging paths, one can attain relatively accurate
caustic visualizations using a low photon count in this map.
For efficiency, the caustic photon map can be created by using an importance
sampling (Chapter 3.4.5) technique called projection mapping to ‘guide’ light
photons towards objects marked as being specular. Further note that the global
photon map and the caustic photon map cannot simply be added, since that would
cause direct caustics to be incorporated into the rendering approximation twice.

•

Diffuse reflections are handled by using a final gather approach, where multiple
sample rays are randomly or deterministically spawned at the hit point and
propagated further into the scene. When these hit another diffuse/glossy surface,
they will perform a global photon map lookup and these samples’ average result
is the radiance value for diffuse reflections. Note that by making use of the
incoming photons’ direction and the surface’s BRDF (Chapter 3.3.1), importance
sampling (Chapter 3.4.5) can be implemented to keep hemispherical sampling
limited to those directions that will significantly add to the final result.
Furthermore, the technique of irradiance caching (see appendix A) works very
well in combination with the final gather approach.
For the implementation of diffuse reflections in Epicurus, we have included
random sampling, deterministic sampling and importance sampling routines for
our final gather approach. Furthermore, we have also implemented a path tracer
with a single final gather iteration for comparison. A full comparison between
these routines and approaches is given in Chapter 6.6.
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Figure 58: comparison of (a) Photon Mapping (200.000 shot photons, 100 photon samples) with (b)
path tracing. The Photon Mapping rendering uses 200.000 photons in the photon map and 100
photon samples.

To conclude this subchapter, it should be noted that full accurate Photon Mapping on
itself is a great solution for trying to approach photorealistic image rendering, as is shown
in Figure 58. The figure shows the low frequency noise in Photon Mapping and highfrequency noise in path tracing, especially in low-lighting areas such as the ceiling and
shadows. Note also that there are situations when it pays off to incorporate elements from
approximate photon mapping for efficiency. For example, it is highly advisable to
perform accurate Photon Mapping if surfaces are seen directly by the eye or maybe
through several specular reflections/transmissions, as well as if the distance between the
ray origin and the intersection point is smaller than a certain user-defined threshold.
However, if the ray intersecting the surface has been reflected diffusely before or when it
contributes only little to the radiance, approximate Photon Mapping can be used.

4.4 Summary
The result of this chapter is a fully functional real-time Photon Mapping renderer
implemented on the parallel GPU architecture. In this chapter we have the theoretical and
practical aspects of Photon Mapping. We have given an introduction to the photon
shooting and rendering passes of Photon Mapping and described the workings of its
photon density estimation. We have given an overview of the CUDAray framework that
is used to build our Photon Mapping implementation on. Building upon this, we have
given an in-depth discourse on all the general and parallel architecture specific issues
encountered during our Photon Mapping implementation. An excellent reference for
further information on many of these topics is the “Realistic Image Synthesis Using
Photon Mapping” book [17].
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5 Progressive Photon Mapping
Although the adaptation of classic Photon Mapping to the parallel GPU architecture has
proven to be a very interesting subject of research and has resulted in a real-time ray
tracing implementation, its heavy memory bandwidth and size dependencies mean that
this algorithm is not a perfect fit for an architecture that contains as many memory
bottlenecks as the GPU.
Hence we have chosen to extend this thesis with a parallel adaptation of the Progressive
Photon Mapping algorithm. In Chapter 5.1 we present the motivations for choosing this
algorithm as an alternative for implementation on the GPU architecture. In Chapter 5.2
we discuss the theoretical aspects of this algorithm and in Chapter 5.3 we discuss some of
the implementation issues specific to this algorithm.

5.1 Progressive Photon Mapping Motivation
Although the adaptation of the Photon Mapping algorithm to the CUDA parallel
architecture is a topic that ensures a more than sufficient level of research, the fact that
Purcell et al. [30] have done similar research on the classic shader pipeline architecture
does slightly diminish the novelty of this research. In order to alleviate this concern, an
expansion upon the Photon Mapping adaptation was sought that would make for a novel
parallel adaptation and would cover for the weaknesses of Photon Mapping on the same
architecture.
Having considered many fields related to photon mapping (such as importance sampling,
final gather, k nearest neighbor find and point-based optimized data structures) and their
applicability to SIMD parallel adaptation, we concluded that a parallel adaptation of
Hachisuka et al.’s work on Progressive Photon Mapping [10] would make for a perfect
addition to this thesis.
Although Photon Mapping makes good use of the massively parallel structure and large
amount of available floating point computation power available of GPU based
architectures such as CUDA, the weaknesses of lacking complex flow control and the
large dependency on global memory bandwidth and size pose significant problems when
adapting an algorithm such as Photon Mapping to such an architecture. Since the issue of
lacking complex flow control on GPUs is somewhat compensated by the rich history of
research that is available on this topic, the memory bandwidth and size is the main
remaining bottleneck for Photon Mapping implementation.
As has been alluded to in the global overview given in Chapter 2.5, due to its iterative
approach Progressive Photon Mapping does not share these debilitating memory bounds
with Photon Mapping, making it a powerful alternative when taking the weak points of
the GPU architecture into account. Since the only published research implementation we
are currently aware of is the author’s Intel SSE variant, we introduce a novel approach to
Progressive Photon Mapping by adapting this algorithm to the parallel GPU architecture.
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5.2 Progressive Photon Mapping Theory
Progressive Photon Mapping is a progressive multi-pass global illumination algorithm
based on the idea of reorganizing the Photon Mapping algorithm on its conditions of
consistent bias. The goal of Progressive Photon Mapping is to compute a global
illumination solution with arbitrary accuracy without storing the full photon map in
memory. In order to do so, the individual steps of the Photon Mapping algorithm are
simulated in the reverse order, executing a single ray tracing pass, saving the found hit
points and performing an arbitrary number of photon tracing passes. This algorithm is
visualized in Error! Reference source not found..
As each iteration of the photon tracing pass provides an opportunity for progressive
feedback, an adapted progressive radiance estimate has been devised that shares the
property of consistent bias with Photon Mapping. However, unlike Photon Mapping it is
not necessary to store the full photon map to compute a robust and arbitrarily accurate
solution to the rendering equation, since the estimate will be refining itself using the data
from each individual photon tracing pass.
It should be noted that this algorithm is actually more similar to approximate Photon
Mapping than accurate Photon Mapping, since it does not include a final gather pass or
use separate global and caustic photon passes. Although accurate Photon Mapping tends
to result in higher quality renders than approximate Photon Mapping, having to store the
hit points of each final gather ray in Progressive Photon Mapping would result in an even
stronger memory bound than Photon Mapping. Furthermore, since Progressive Photon
Mapping is not memory bound on the amount of photons traced, high quality results can
be attained by just tracing a sufficient amount of photons. However, an obvious drawback
of Progressive photon mapping is that we need to rebuild the data (and therefore restart
the progression) not only after each transformation in the scene geometry, but also upon
any changes of the camera properties. As such, the method does not lend itself well for
interactive scene walkthroughs.

Figure 59: Progressive Photon Mapping Pipeline [10]

5.2.1 Hit Point Storage and Photon Tracing
Although the passes shown in Figure 59 and Figure 35 imply that the main passes of
Progressive Photon Mapping and Photon Mapping are modular and therefore completely
inter-exchangeable, there are certain finesses that prevent this from being possible.
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Although the ray tracing pass uses classic Whitted style ray tracing as well, the storage of
the hit points needs to be expanded to accommodate for the progressive radiance estimate.
As such not only the hit point location, normal, ray direction, BRDF reference, pixel
location and pixel weight need to be stored, but also statistics on the hit point’s associated
current photon radius, accumulated photon count and accumulated reflected flux.
The photon tracing pass is used to accumulate photon power at the hit points found in the
ray tracing pass. Although the photon shooting routine of this pass is also very similar to
Photon Mapping’s, the radiance estimate is quite different. Where Photon Mapping uses
k nearest neighbors search for its radiance estimate, Progressive Photon Mapping adds
the flux of each individual photon to every ray traced hit point that has a shorter distance
to the photon than its ‘current photon radius’ variable’s value. After all the photons are
processed, the photon statistics of each ray traced hit point are updated according to the
progressive radiance estimate described in the next chapter.

5.2.2 Progressive Radiance Estimate
As mentioned before, a condition of the Progressive Photon Mapping algorithm is that
the consistent bias of Photon Mapping must be retained. As explained in Chapter 4.3.5,
the bias in Photon Mapping is considered consistent since it approaches zero as the
number of processed photons grows to infinity. As is explained in this chapter, we can’t
always guarantee that the amount of photons added to a hit point will exceed zero, which
means we’ll have to account for consistent bias in a different way.
In order to do so, we’ll first have to explain the progressive radiance estimate that is used
for Progressive Photon Mapping’s Monte Carlo integration of the radiance equation.
The first thing to note is that after a single pass, the photon density at any given point can
be calculated by adding the flux of N(x)number of photons included in a sphere with a
predefined radius around the point and dividing by the area of the projected sphere. So far
this approach is still identical to that of the photon density estimation.
However, the progressive aspect implies that at each consecutive step the amount of
photons will increase by M(x). If the radius would remain constant, we could use this
increase by M(x) to attain a smoother radiance estimate by averaging out the flux per
pass. This is described in Equation 27 and visualized in the first two steps of Figure 60.
N ( x)
N ( x) + M ( x )
(Eq. 27) d ( x) =
 dˆ ( x) =
2
πR( x)
πR( x) 2
Where d(x) is the density at any given pass, N(x) is the number of included photons at
said pass and R(x) is the associated radius of the circle of inclusion. When performing the
consecutive photon shooting pass, M(x) photons will be added and the new density d̂ is
calculated.
However, averaging the resulting density over all passes means that the algorithm will
not converge to the exact solution and therefore the bias will not be consistent. This can
be demonstrated clearly by realizing that a radiance estimate with a constant radius will
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never be able to resolve small details. An observation made when looking at Photon
Mapping is that while controlling the amount of photons added to the map, we are
implicitly decreasing the radius that each k-NN search will need to check before it finds
the sample size amount of nearest photons. As such, in order to guarantee the consistent
bias in the progressive radiance estimate, we will need to be able to not only guarantee
that the amount of photons included in the radiance estimate will increase to infinity, but
also that the radius will eventually approach to zero.
This is done by describing the new total amount of photons N̂ as a function of the new
density d̂ and the new radius R̂ . This results in the following formula.
(Eq. 28) Nˆ ( x) = πRˆ ( x) 2 dˆ ( x) = π ( R ( x) − d ( R ( x)) 2 dˆ ( x)
Now in order to be able to calculate R̂ , we need to define a user-specified control variable
for the ratio of added photons that will be statistically included while the radius of the
circle of inclusion shrinks. This is mathematically described in the following formula,
where α ∈ (0,1) to ensure the gain in total number of photons at each iteration.
(Eq. 29) Nˆ ( x) = N ( x) + αM ( x)
When we equate Equation 28 and Equation 29, substitute d̂ with Equation 27 and reorder
and simplify the result, we get the following definition for the new radius.
N ( x) + αM ( x)
(Eq. 30) Rˆ ( x) = R( x) − dR( x) = R( x)
N ( x) + M ( x)
Now that we’ve obtained the new radius, we can move on to defining the progressive
radiance estimate. The radiance estimate for the pass adding N(x) photons and the
consecutive pass adding M(x) photons can be described as follows.

r
r
(Eq. 31) τ N ( x, w) / τ M ( x, w) =

N ( x) / M ( x)

r r

∑ f ( x, w, w )φ
p =1

r

p

'
p

r
( x p , wp )

Since the formulae for τN and τM are equal, we could add them together, which would
result in the middle step of Figure 60. However, since the radius needs to decrease while
the number of photons increases by αM, we need to take the ratio of the old and new
radius into account. This is described in Equation 32 by substituting R̂ with Equation 30.

r
r πRˆ ( x) 2
r N ( x ) + αM ( x )
τ
τ
τ
(
x
,
w
)
=
(
x
,
w
)
=
(
x
,
w
)
ˆ
N +M
N +M
(Eq. 32) N
N ( x) + M ( x)
πR ( x) 2
This last step is visualized in the third image of Figure 60. Notice that the weakness of
the progressive photon estimate lies in this last step, since not storing the old photons
means that instead of being able to use a deterministic approach, we need to account
statistically for the number of ‘old’ photons being removed from the circle of inclusion
when the radius reduces. This extra approximation results in an increase in variance.
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Figure 60: visualization of the progressive radiance estimate [10]

5.2.3 Radiance Evaluation
After obtaining the progressive radiance estimation, we can perform the final radiance
evaluation step as follows.
r
r
1 τ ( x, w)
(Eq. 33) L( x, w) =
πR( x) 2 N emitted
Note that unlike Photon Mapping, the flux normalization is done afterwards, seeing as
how only then the final number of emitted photons is known. Also note that this
normalization ensures that the radiance evaluation converges towards the real solution in
the case where M(x) = 0 and therefore the radius will remain constant.
Now that we have a radiance evaluation that converges to the true solution while
r
N emitted → ∞ and L( x, w) → 0 , we can look at the specific convergence properties.
Although they have not been formally analyzed, there are a few things we can say about
the convergence properties of specific types of lighting by force of reasoning.
• The convergence rate of areas dominated by direct light is likely to be slow since
direct lighting’s more distinct effect on variance due to higher flux values tends to
cause large fluctuations early on that trail off after time.
• The convergence rate of areas dominated by diffuse reflection is likely to be very
fast, since the low flux values of the soft diffusely reflected illumination tends to
have a stabilizing influence on the variance.
• The convergence rate of areas dominated by caustics is likely to start very
polarized, because of the extreme effect of under- and oversaturation during early
iterations. However, since the amount of photons added to the estimation each
pass is very large, the process tends to converge very quickly.

5.3 Progressive Photon Mapping Implementation
Since many of the concepts introduced in Chapter 4 are shared with Progressive Photon
Mapping, implementation has merely required an adaptation of these components and
direct implementation of the theory introduced in Chapter 5.2.
The first pass of the algorithm’s implementation is just ray tracing with shading replaced
by the storage and initialization of the hit point’s data, both of which have been
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implemented before in similar contexts. The second pass of photon tracing uses the exact
same method for photon shooting as Photon Mapping does.
However, this is where the similarities end. Although both algorithms perform some sort
of density estimation in their iterative second passes, Photon Mapping uses nearest
neighbor search while Progressive Photon Mapping adds the flux of each photon to any
ray traced hit point that falls within that hit point’s current photon search radius.
As a first naïve approach, we implemented a brute force algorithm which checks for each
photon whether it is located within all hit points’ circle of inclusion. Naturally, this
approach has the worst average running time of O(ph*hp) (ph = number of photons, pi =
number of hit points), but is also embarrassingly parallel.
Naturally, storing the ray tracing pass’ hit points in a uniform grid or KD-tree allows for
an order of magnitude increase in running time, since these data structures tend to lend
themselves well to distance checking algorithms (such as k nearest neighbor search).
However, the problem with this specific algorithm is that each individual hit point that
we will be checking has an associated maximum search distance. Hence it is very much
possible that the closest hit point to the photon that is being checked does not contain the
photon in its circle of inclusion, while the furthest hit point does contain that same
photon. Since we’d need the hit points’ maximum search distance to efficiently determine
the data structure termination criteria, we end up with an interesting catch 22 situation,
since this is exactly the data that we’re looking for in the first place. The best we can do
is to determine the maximum inclusion radius of all hit points for each iteration and use
this value as a termination criterion for the data structure traversal.
Another difference with Photon Mapping is that the problem of dynamic memory
reallocation in the kernel as described in Chapter 4.3.4 does not apply anymore. Since the
storage is not done over the photons, we can simply let them interact with every nonspecular surface. However, the problem does resurface with the storage of the ray traced
hit points, since every pixel’s ray may have multiple hit points (e.g. at simultaneously
reflective and transmissive surfaces). Since ray tracing in Epicurus has an artificial bound
on the number of hit points, we can solve for this problem by pre-allocating a worst case
amount of memory.
The remaining unique work of Progressive Photon Mapping consists of the updating of
all the hit points’ photon-inclusion related variables after each photon tracing pass. This
basically entails a direct implementation of the mathematics discussed in Chapter 5.2
Figure 60 shows a comparison between (Progressive) Photon Mapping and the classic
path-based global illumination algorithms of path tracing, bidirectional path tracing and
metropolis light transport. From these results it is quite obvious that the Photon Mapping
based algorithms are significantly stronger in handling the many SDS caustic light paths
in this scene (given that the light source is placed within a transmissive light fixture),
because they exhibit significantly less high-frequency noise. The interesting aspect of this
comparison is that all results are equal-time renderings, except for Photon Mapping. The
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discrepancy of 20 millions photons for PM and 165 million for PPM means that we
cannot really use the Photon Mapping results for a visual comparison. However, this
limitation is a direct result of the memory bounds on Photon Mapping, which gives the
perfect example of why Progressive Photon Mapping is a better fit for the GPU
architectures due to stricter memory bandwidth and size constraints.

Figure 61: Progressive photon mapping (a)(f) compared to (b) path tracing, (c) bidirectional path
tracing, (d) Metropolis light transport, (e) Photon Mapping [10]

In Chapter 6.7 we compare the results from the different topics related to Progressive
Photon Mapping that have been discussed in this chapter.

5.4 Summary
The result of this chapter is a fully functional Progressive Photon Mapping renderer
implemented on the parallel GPU architecture. In this chapter we have recognized the
hardware limitations of adapting the Photon Mapping algorithms to the GPU architecture
and proposed a solution that would solve for these limitations. We have explained the
concept of this Progressive Photon Mapping algorithm and divulged how it retains the
consistent bias of Photon Mapping using its progressive radiance estimate. We further
showed some of the unique complications and enablers that this approach introduces to
our specific implementation.
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6 Results
In order to demonstrate many of the issues discussed in previous chapters, we have
performed various tests to visualize and quantify them. In this chapter we will provide
these results and the conclusions that can be drawn from them. All the results in this
chapter have been obtained using Epicurus version 1.021.2.
In Chapter 6.1 we discuss conceptual optimizations specific to the CUDA architecture. In
Chapter 6.2 we visualize the different approaches to light propagation. In Chapter 6.3 we
provide test results that show the influence of data structure construction parameters on
the rendering efficiency. In Chapter 6.4 we demonstrate the effect of nearest neighbor
search optimizations in the context of the used data structures, as well as explain the
behavior of the various data structures under different amounts of shot photons. In
Chapter 6.5 we show the results of the approximate Photon Mapping technique,
demonstrate the effect of its parameters and provide the final visualized results. In
Chapter 6.6 we show the visualization of the caustics and diffuse reflection using
accurate Photon Mapping, demonstrate the difference between final gather sampling
techniques and compare the end results against a single bounce path tracer. Finally, in
Chapter 6.7 we explain some of the nuances of adapting Progressive Photon Mapping to
the parallel GPU architecture, visualize its progressive nature, demonstrate the effect of
its parameter, present the results several interesting optimizations and finally provide a
high quality rendering end result after several hours of convergence.

6.1 CUDA related optimizations
This thesis has focused on the many issues of parallelizing (Progressive) Photon Mapping
on a SIMD architecture. During the course of adapting these algorithms to the parallel
CUDA platform, we encountered various CUDA specific complications such as the local
optimum for block and grid sizes, memory coalescence issues and global memory versus
shared memory performances.
Since CUDA is a relatively young platform, the micro-architecture specifics still tend to
shift quite a bit between chipset series (for background info, see Appendix B). This thesis
has been developed and tested on a G80, G92, GT215 and GF104 chipset, all with
different technical specifications and supported features. This variance in microarchitecture specifics makes it very hard to come to any solid architecture related
conclusions that would hold for all CUDA supporting chipsets. Since this thesis does not
focus on micro-architecture specifics, formal testing has been left as future work. There
have however been some general patterns that might be worth discussing here.
Block/grid sizes
As can be seen in Figure 91 of Appendix B, CUDA uses a thread hierarchy that allows
the user to group threads into so-called ‘blocks’ and subsequently group these blocks into
so-called ‘grids’. This fits very well with the CUDA micro-architecture (one GPU
consists of multiple multi-processors, which each in turn consist of multiple cores), where
one block is executed on one multi-processor and the grid completely occupies the GPU.
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The first important consideration of any ray casting based algorithm in this context is that
spatially similar pixels also tend to result in more coherent (primary) rays in general. This
is very relevant to any SIMD architecture since incoherent rays tend to interact with
dissimilar surfaces, causing code convergences that are detrimental to said architectures.
Therefore it makes sense that blocks with dimensions that are more square-like tend to
outperform blocks with dimensions that are more like elongated rectangles, since the
former’s threads tend to be more spatially coherent.
Another influential parameter is the maximum amount of registers assigned per block.
Since each multi-processor has a fixed amount of registers and each multi-processor can
have multiple blocks assigned to it, these blocks need to share the available resources
amongst themselves. Hence the maximum amount of registers per block dictates the
occupancy per multiprocessor. Since blocks can be swapped out for others while waiting
for latency inducing instructions such as memory fetches, a higher occupancy can
improve performance by hiding this latency.
The last relevant observation is that each multiprocessor handles threads in groups of 32,
which are so-called ‘warps’. Warps can be swapped out for other warps within the same
block extremely fast, so choosing a block size that is a multiple of 32 (and minimum of
64) can be extremely beneficial for efficiency.
Memory coalescence
Memory coalescence is a very important topic in the context of the GPU architecture,
since memory bandwidth often forms the main bottleneck on this architecture. The bus
width of a graphics card dictates how many bits can be fetched at the same time. In order
to optimize such grouped fetches, it is of importance that the fetched variables are
collocated in memory in order to retrieve them in the least amount of passes possible.
Device memory versus shared memory
As can be seen in Figure 92 of Appendix B, each multi-processor has a dedicated pool of
shared (read/write) memory available to it. This pool is generally meant for data that can
be shared between threads in individual blocks (hence the name), but can also be used as
very fast on-chip memory for local variables as long as they fit in the per-thread allocated
space. Alternatively, variables can be put into the read/write device memory (VRAM).
Although optimal usage of shared memory can result in an enormous increase in
efficiency, there’s a slight but important nuance that was discovered in the context of this
thesis. Since a lot of the data is read-only (pre-processed data structures, photons, etc), it
was possible to save it in the read-only texture memory. Although this is in actuality just
a dedicated section of the device memory, each multi-processor contains an on-chip
cache just for textures. Hence the efficiency improvements caused by moving our
textures from device memory to shared memory resulted in lackluster improvements.
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6.2 Light Propagation
As explained in Chapter 4.3.1, the light model implemented in Epicurus provides support
for area light sources. The random distribution of the generated photons over this light
source will enable softer penumbrae, caustic foci and more evened out diffuse reflection.
These effects are visualized in Figure 62.

Figure 62: Photon Mapping using a (a) spot light and (b) area light. Notice the slightly softer effects
transitions near shadow and caustic edges when using an area light

As we’ve discussed in Chapter 4.3.3, using proper weighting is extremely important to
achieving uniformly distributed hemispherical sampling. We have already shown images
that demonstrate the influence of different weighting factors in that chapter. In this
chapter we will specifically demonstrate the difference between randomized and
deterministic sampling methods.
When approximating the integral of real hemispherical sampling, both a randomized and
deterministic approach can be used. While the deterministic approach has the benefit of
having control over what the average will be (giving full control of the variance), the
drawback to this approach is that it most definitely a biased approach. On the other hand
with the randomized approach we do not have control over the variance, but as long as a
good (pseudo) random number generator is used the bias should be minimized.
So if both approaches have their pros and cons, and potentially an equal error, how do we
choose which is best for graphics visualization? In order to demonstrate the visual
properties of both approaches, we have implemented randomized and linear deterministic
hemispherical sampling in Epicurus. In Figure 63 we show the results of sampling the
photon direction at the photon generation (light source) and in Figure 64 we show the
results of sampling the photon direction at the first diffusely reflecting surface.
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Figure 63: (a) linear deterministic and (b) randomized hemispherical sampling at the light source,
photon range 1 for visualization of individual photons

Figure 64: (a) linear deterministic and (b) randomized hemispherical sampling after the first diffuse
bounce

6.3 Photon Storage
As described in Chapter 4.3.4, the result of the photon shooting pass comes in the form of
a stored map of all these photons. Since we need to use this data for the spatially aware
photon density estimation algorithm in the rendering pass, we need to store the photons in
data structures that allow for smarter approaches than brute force retrieval. The merits of
the uniform grid and KD-tree data structures have been argued before and in this
subchapter we will display the results of their construction approaches and the influence
this has on the traversal of these data structures.
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As the name implies, the uniform grid tends to be structurally quite rigid. The main user
controlled parameter is the amount of cells that the given domain will be divided in. In
our implementation, we divide the entire volume that encapsulates the scene into an equal
amount of cells for each dimension. In Table 1 we show the Cornell box’s rendering
frame rates when dividing each dimension into 2x cells for x = 1 to 7, which shows a
defined local optimum at 262144 cells (three dimensions of 26 cells). An example of the
visualization of a uniform grid based photon map is shown in Figure 44 in Chapter 4.3.4.

# of Cells per Dimension
Frame Rate (fps)

2
0.3

4
1.2

8
3.1

16
5.9

32
10.0

64
13.2

128
11.0

Table 1: uniform grid rendering fps using a division of the domain into 2x cells per dimension

Since the KD-tree is a spatially adaptive algorithm, the main customizable option of this
data structure is the way in which it will adapt to the underlying geometry. At each
recursion the choice needs to be made on which axis we will be splitting the node next.
We also need to decide where on this axis the splitting plane will be placed.
A basic way of implementing the KD-tree is by making the splitting axis choice based on
which axis of the current node has the longest length, while simply putting the splitting
plane halfway on this axis’ node (we will call this approach ‘findSplitPlaneCenter’). The
results of Photon Mapping using the KD-tree data structure with these splitting axis and
position choices are given in Table 2.
Note that for these tests we have several additional parameters which control when the
KD-tree construction algorithm terminates. The first parameter is a threshold number of
minimum primitives in the current branch. If the number of primitives in the branch is
less than this threshold number, this branch will terminate its recursion and turn into a
leaf. The other parameter is the maximum depth any KD-tree branch can reach before it
terminates and turns into a leaf. The values depict the running time in frames per second.
findSplitPlane
CenterOld
8
Maximum
16
KD-tree
Branch
32
Depth
64

Minimum # of Primitives
4
8
16
32
64
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
7.6
7.6
7.6
7.6
7.7
8.1
8.7
8.9
8.9
8.1
8.1
8.7
8.9
8.9
8.0

Table 2: KD-tree rendering fps using ‘findSplitPlaneCenter’ with ‘old’ splitting axis choice

As is demonstrated in the table, terminating too early can have serious effects on the
efficiency, since the KD-tree might be less complex to traverse but many more photons
are checked than strictly necessary.
The first thing we can change is to make the ‘new’ splitting plane axis choice based on
the distances between the minimum and maximum position of all photons along each axis
of the node. The axis with the largest distance between its extremes will be chosen to
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split along. The splitting location is then taken halfway between this minimum and
maximum. The results are given in Table 3.
findSplitPlane
CenterNew
8
Maximum
16
KD-tree
Branch
32
Depth
64

Minimum # of Primitives
4
8
16
32
64
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
10.0 10.1 10.3 10.0 9.1
10.0 10.3 10.5 10.2 9.3
10.0 10.3 10.5 10.2 9.3

Table 3: KD-tree rendering fps using ‘findSplitPlaneCenter’ with ‘new’ splitting axis choice

As can be observed, this already results in a rather substantial increase in efficiency,
which makes sense given that the algorithm now uses a basic amount of information
about the underlying geometry. It is also important to note that this creates a much more
balanced KD-tree as well, since it can be shown that the maximum depth cap influences
the algorithm’s efficiency in a lesser measure.
The next step is choosing the splitting plane location more sensibly. Instead of using the
naïve approach of splitting halfway down the node’s chosen axis, we can place the
splitting plane on that axis’ average position of all the photons. The results of this are
given in Table 4.
findSplitPlane
AverageNew
8
Maximum
16
KD-tree
Branch
32
Depth
64

Minimum # of Primitives
4
8
16
32
64
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
11.3 11.2 10.8 10.4 9.4
10.4 10.6 10.8 10.4 9.4
10.4 10.6 10.7 10.4 9.4

Table 4: KD-tree rendering fps using ‘findSplitPlaneAverage’ with ‘new’ splitting location choices

Since this routine uses the coordinates of each individual photon, the performance gain
over the previous photon-agnostic approaches was to be expected. Interestingly, it seems
like a local optimum appears by keeping the KD-tree rather shallow, yet at the same time
allowing nodes with many photons to keep splitting for longer. This is most likely due to
a local optimum where the depth is just enough to not form a bottleneck, but not deep
enough to allow branches with diminishing returns to continue longer than cost-effective.
Another approach is to place the splitting plane location right next to/between the median
photon(s). It is very important to note that this approach implicitly balances the KD-tree,
which gives us the guarantee of a worst case running time of O(log n).
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findSplitPlane
MedianNew
8
Maximum
16
KD-tree
Branch
32
Depth
64

Minimum # of Primitives
4
8
16
32
64
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
12.3 12.4 11.6 10.2 9.0
12.1 12.2 11.6 10.2 9.0
12.1 12.2 11.6 10.2 9.0

Table 5: KD-tree fps using ‘findSplitPlaneMedian’ with ‘new’ splitting location choices

These results show that choosing the splitting plane axis and location in a clever way is a
powerful tool, since the efficiency gain from the local optimum of the naïve
‘findSplitPlaneCenterOld’ (Table 2) and the more underlying geometry-aware
‘findSplitPlaneMedianNew’ is almost 40%.
A few interesting observations can be make when looking at the patterns shared between
Table 2 through Table 5. On the one hand we can observe that the maximum KD-tree
depth termination condition acts mostly as a bottleneck when chosen too low, which
makes sense given that it is an artificial and arbitrary cap. On the other hand, the
minimum number of primitives termination criterion is about finding an ideal balance
between lowering the KD-tree traversal complexity and minimizing the amount of wasted
photon checks, which is an observation that is supported by the local optima in the results.
Note that all these tests have been performed on the standard Cornell box scene with
spheres (Chapter 4.2.3), using compute capability 2.0, shooting 262144 photons, using 20
sample photons and nearest neighbor search value of 400.
It should be also be noted at this point that the ‘new’ splitting axis choice is not
applicable to the KD-tree used for ray tracing, since the polygonal nature of its primitives
can push the min/max outside of the node’s domain, making it an unreliable approach.
However, note that this approach does apply to Progressive Photon Mapping as well, as is
demonstrated in Chapter 6.7!
Another difference between using the KD-tree for ray tracing and photon mapping is that
these splitting plane choice routines (center/average/median) behave differently for each
approach. Given a minimum number of 8 primitives and a maximum KD-tree depth of 16,
KD-tree based ray tracing is rendered at 67 fps using ‘findSplitPlaneCenterOld’, 39 fps
using ‘findSplitPlaneAverageOld’, 46 fps using ‘findSplitPlaneMedianOld’ and 71 fps
using ‘findSplitPlaneCenterMedianOld’ (a center/median hybrid). The reason that the
naïve approach outperforms the geometry-aware approaches is basically because ray
tracing uses polygonal primitives. Since average and median based splitting choices tend
to end up in dense clouds of polygons, they cause many object-splitting plane
intersections that immensely increase the scene complexity.
In order to analyze why the different approaches perform the way they do, we provide a
visualization of the structure of the KD-tree’s structure. As is shown in Figure 65, using
the center for splitting is predictably uniform, which explains why it underperforms when
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compared to most other, more spatially adaptive approaches. Splitting on the average on
the other hand can immediately be recognized as more spatially adaptive by the tell-tale
positions where less photons are stored (e.g. shadows). This property is shared by
splitting on the median, which due to its balanced nature has more localized refinements
around dense geometry concentrations. All these observations account for the results that
we have seen in Table 3 through Table 5.

Figure 65: visualization of the (a) center, (b) average and (c) median splitting plane choices, with
colors assigned to each axis (x: white, y: blue, z: red)

6.4 Photon Density Estimation
As discussed in Chapter 4.3.5, Photon Mapping employs an expanding sphere for the
nearest neighbor find, which can result in including photons from different surfaces than
the one the hit point resides on. Due to this degeneracy, it is important to consider
whether to store the photon’s flux at a surface interaction as its incoming or outgoing
flux. In Figure 66 the visual difference between these two choices is demonstrated. As
can be seen, storing the photon with its outgoing flux gives a more natural ‘color
bleeding’ effect in the artifacts visible near sharp edges.

Figure 66: comparing photon color storage with its (a) incoming and (b) outgoing flux
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Another consideration that has to be taken into account when sampling the photon
density at a certain hit point is from which direction the incoming light has arrived. When
the scene contains thin surfaces, the expanding sphere of the photon density estimation
can potentially include photons hitting the other side of the thin surface, resulting in
oversaturation as is demonstrated in Figure 67. In order to solve this problem, we simply
filter photons whose (inversed) incoming direction does not fall within the hemisphere
centered on the hit surface’s normal.

Figure 67: a comparison of color bleeding when photon direction filtering is (a) on and (b) off

There are several optimizations to the data structure traversal that have been discussed in
previous chapters. In Chapter 4.3.5 we have explained what a max heap is and how it can
help us keep track of the furthest photon in order to efficiently find the tightest fit for the
nearest neighbor search when making use of data structures. Furthermore, in Chapter
4.3.6 we have explained the uniform grid specific ‘parallel range expansion’ and KD-tree
specific ‘updated range check’ optimizations of the nearest neighbor search. The resulting
frame rate increase that these concepts are responsible for is displayed in Table 6 and
Table 7.
Uniform Grid
Parallel Range
Expansion
No Parallel Range
Expansion

Max Heap

No Max Heap

13.2

12.4

11.8

11.2

Table 6: effect of optimizations on uniform grid based rendering frame rate

KD-tree
Updated Range
Check

Max Heap

No Max Heap

12.5

10.1
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No Updated
Range Check

7.4

6.3

Table 7: effect of optimizations on KD-tree based rendering frame rate

Last but potentially most important, it has been our observation while implementing the
photon density estimation in Epicurus that in certain scenarios Photon Mapping using the
uniform grid is actually faster than using the KD-tree. This is a very uncommon situation,
since the worst case query time of a balanced KD-tree is O(log n), while the uniform
grid’s is O(n). Furthermore, as a spatially adaptive algorithm the KD-tree tends to be far
superior in scenes with uneven photon distribution, such as the Cornell box scene with
caustics caused by reflective and transmissive spheres.
One could reason that the high costs of stack reading due to the absence of complex flow
control on the GPU architecture could be the culprit in this scenario, although this does
not account for why ray tracing using the KD-tree consistently outperforms ray tracing
using the uniform grid. In order to determine the most likely cause of this anomaly, we
have performed measurements on the influence the amount of shot photons has on the
rendering frame rates using these two data structures. The results are shown in Table 8
and in the graph of Figure 68.

Number of
Photons
32768
65536
131072
262144
524288
1048576
2097152

Uniform
Grid fps
8.4
12.1
14.3
13.2
10.6
7.8
5.2

KD-Tree fps
16.8
14.2
12.4
1.0
9.8
8.0
6.0

Table 8: influence of the amount of shot photons on the frame rates
Uniform Grid

KD-Tree

18
Frames Per Second

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
32768

65536

131072

262144

524288

1048576

2097152

Amount of Shot Photons

Figure 68: graph representation of the data in Table 8, showing a clear local optimum
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The results show that the situation is even more interesting than it initially appeared,
since the uniform grid outperforms the KD-tree at a local optimum. The initial frame rate
increase can be explained by the decreased number of cells that need to be checked
before k nearest neighbors are found. However, beyond a certain point the checked
number of cells will stop decreasing while the amount of photons to check per cell will
continue increasing, resulting in a perpetual decline in frame rate.
On the other hand, the KD-tree implementation seems to be behaving pretty much as
expected; since the algorithm is spatially adaptive, the amount of photons that need to be
checked remains fairly constant. However, the increase in the number of photons results
in more KD-tree nodes and therefore a higher traversal cost, which in turn results in a
fairly linear degradation of running time efficiency.

6.5 Approximate Photon Mapping
Implementing all these components that have been mentioned in Chapter 4.3.8 directly
results in the full implementation of approximate Photon Mapping. Although many of the
components can be controlled on a micro level by their individual parameters, the major
variables for this approach are the number of shot photons, the number of nearest
neighbor samples and the maximum search range of the nearest neighbor search.
The first two parameters have a large influence on the quality of the rendered image.
While the number of shot photons controls the variance component of the error, the
number of nearest neighbor samples is responsible for the bias component. The influence
of variance on the image is demonstrated through the blurriness in Figure 69, while the
influence of bias on the image is demonstrated through the bumpiness in Figure 70.

Figure 69: approximate Photon Mapping using (a) 250k, (b) 500k, (c) 1000k and (d) 2000k shot
photons and a fixed number of 200 nearest neighbor photon samples

Figure 70: approximate Photon Mapping using a fixed number of 2000k shot photons and (a) 200, (b)
400, (c) 800 and (d) 1600 nearest neighbor photon samples
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The last parameter, namely the
maximum range of the nearest neighbor
search, is mostly used as an
efficiency/quality trade-off parameter
which determines how far the data
structure will be traversed in search for
the preset amount of nearest neighbors.
Aside from this optimization to the
photon density estimation, there are also
ways to use data such as these to provide
the user with visualized semantic
‘debug’ information. An example that
has been implemented into Epicurus
with regard to the maximum search
range is the density debug option. When
this option is selected, the percentage of
nearest neighbors that have been found
within the predefined maximum radius
will be visualized using a color gradient,
as is shown in Figure 71.

Figure 71: using visualization as a debug tool for
the number of nearest neighbor samples found.
Red: 0-33%, blue: 33-66% and green: 66-99%

Although the variance and bias of approximate Photon Mapping can result in visually
disrupting effects such as blurriness and bumpiness (Figure 69 and Figure 70), the error
of Photon Mapping is consistent, which means that it converges to zero when the amount
of shot and sampled photons grow towards infinity. To demonstrate this, we have
included a rendering result using 10 million shot photons and 5000 photon samples in
Figure 72.
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Figure 72: the final rendering result of approximate Photon Mapping, using 10 million shot photons
and 5000 nearest neighbor samples for the photon density estimation (diffuse coefficient of 0.9).

As explained in Chapter 4.3.8, it can be beneficial to perform the calculation of direct
illumination using a Whitted-style ray tracer, while using Photon Mapping to obtain the
indirect illumination. Not only do we greatly reduce the variance of the direct lighting
this way, it also allows us to store only indirect illumination photons in the photon map,
greatly improving the quality of diffuse reflection and caustics. The drawbacks to this
approach are that the shadows of direct illumination are very hard (which can be solved
using distributed shadow ray sampling) and tone mapping becomes an issue when
merging the individual results. The visual results of this approach are shown in Figure 73.
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Figure 73: (a) direct illumination using ray tracing, (b) indirect illumination using Photon Mapping,
(c) solution to the full rendering equation by combing (a) and (b)

6.6 Accurate Photon Mapping
As explained in Chapter 4.3.9, one of the main features of accurate Photon Mapping is
the detail and speed with which caustics can be simulated by using direct photon density
estimation on the caustic photon map. The other feature is the accurate, yet extremely
expensive simulation of diffuse reflection using the final gather approach (Chapter 3.5.3).
Both these effects are visualized using accurate Photon Mapping in Figure 74.

Figure 74: visualization using accurate Photon Mapping of (a) caustics using the caustic photon map
and (b) diffuse reflection using the final gather technique

Similar to the discussion of the photon shooting pass results in Chapter 6.1, accurate
Photon Mapping also uses hemispherical sampling to calculate the diffusely reflected
light using a final gather approach. Apart from the standard randomized and linear
deterministic sampling, we can also use the information stored in the individual photons
to implement importance sampling (Chapter 3.4.5).
By using the incoming directions stored per photon, we can reverse engineer the
directions from which light is arriving on the hit point in question. This can be done in a
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straightforward non-weighted approach by only sampling all the directions of the k
nearest photons to the hit point, but also by taking the distance from the respective
photons to the hit points into account as a weighting factor.
The results of these sampling approaches are shown in Figure 75. As is demonstrated,
diffusely reflected lighting using randomized sampling looks fairly fluent, yet contains
high frequency noise. The linear deterministic approach doesn’t contain this noise, but
exhibits obvious patterns. Although the importance sampled images look fairly smooth,
they share the bumpiness of approximate Photon Mapping due to the involvement of a
nearest neighbor approach as a base for the final gather sampling. Note that non-weighted
importance sampling is fairly smudgy, while weighted importance sampling tends to be
sharper, but also contains more high frequency noise.

Figure 75: final gather based diffuse reflection using (a) randomized, (b) linear deterministic, (c)
non-weighted and (d) weighted importance sampling
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In order to allow for a comparison between diffuse reflection in different global
illumination algorithms, we have constructed a comparative implementation of a singlebounce path tracer. As is shown in Figure 76, the path tracer’s final gather approach tends
to result in a more consistent diffuse reflection, since this approach directly samples the
surfaces hit by the final gather rays instead of using the photon density approach used by
Photon Mapping. However, since the path tracer only simulates a single bounce of global
illumination, it only handles ES*DS*DL paths, which weaker than L(D|S)*E and means
the path tracer doesn’t provide a full solution to the rendering equation.

Figure 76: comparing final gather between (a) Photon Mapping and (b) single iteration path tracing

6.7 Progressive Photon Mapping
As with the Photon Mapping approach, Progressive Photon Mapping also stands or falls
with the chosen data structure. However, in the latter method it is also of importance over
what pass the storage is performed, even when dealing with a naïve brute-force approach.
The first option is to first execute the ray tracing pass in parallel on each pixel, then save
the resulting hit points in an array. After this we can iteratively perform the photon
shooting pass in parallel over each photon and subsequently check for all hit points
whether the current photon is within range of its sphere of inclusion. Since the latter step
is done in parallel over each photon and internally serial over each pixel, the resulting
frame rate is even less than 0.1 fps, which takes 84 minutes to process 10 million photons.
The second option is to do the first few steps exactly the same, but also save the photon
shooting results in an array between each pass. Then after each photon shooting iteration
we can check in parallel over each pixel which photons lay within their respective ranges.
Although this approach initially seems inferior to the former due to its extra storage of
photons that are used only once afterwards, this is contradicted by its immensely superior
frame rate of 1.2 fps, which takes about 7 minutes to process 10 million photons. This
clearly shows the potential of adapting a formula for parallel implementation on the GPU
architecture, even when said adaptation introduces a lot of overhead.
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However, since data structures can reduce the running time bounds from linear to
sublinear, we wish to make use of them in Progressive Photon Mapping as well. However,
it is problematic to use them with the faster second option, since in order to perform the
last step in parallel over each pixel, we’d have to build the data structure over the photons.
Obviously this forms a prohibitive overhead, since it would require a new data structure
to be built each frame. As expected, this reduces the frame rate to less than 0.1 fps.
Alternatively, we can use data structures in the first option to store the ray traced hit
points. This makes much more sense, since the same hit points will be used in every
Progressive Photon Mapping iteration. However, while implementing data structures in
normal Photon Mapping is very easy, Progressive Photon Mapping is slightly trickier.
Given that we need the hit points’ information in order to perform efficient data structure
traversal to obtain the hit points’ information, this ends up being a bit of a catch 22.
More specifically; when we are checking for each photon whether it lies within the range
of that hit point’s sphere of inclusion, we would be able to terminate searching if we
know the hit point’s range a priori. Since this is the actual data we’re looking for in the
first place, it is impossible to use such an optimization. Seeing as how this spatially aware
optimization differentiates the data structure approach from the brute force approach, one
can safely conclude that this is a problematic limitation.
The only thing we can do is do some preprocessing each frame by cycling through each
hit point, registering the maximum range of inclusion and using this value as the data
structure traversal’s termination criterion. The results of this approach are shown in Table
9. Note that all the tests in this section show the amount of time (values, in seconds) it
takes until a certain amount of photons (columns, in millions) are processed for the
respective data structures (rows).

10M

20M

30M

40M

50M

60M

70M

80M

90M

100M

Uniform
Grid

92

158

218

276

333

390

444

496

546

596

Kd-Tree

78

138

189

239

286

334

378

427

465

506

Table 9: timings for Progressive Photon Mapping using data structures

The first thing to note is the decreasing extra time taken between each fixed increase in
number of processed photons. This is due to the maximum range of inclusion potentially
decreasing between each iteration, which results in an earlier termination of the spatial
data structure’s traversal. In essence this means Progressive Photon Mapping with spatial
data structures has a progressively increasing frame rate.
Also note that the KD-tree consistently outperforms the uniform grid in Progressive
Photon Mapping, as opposed to the results of classic Photon Mapping (see Chapter 6.4).
In part this is because of the constantly updating maximum range of inclusion for each
pass, which means that only the nodes that are really going to end up being inspected are
put into the stack, as opposed to the case of classic Photon Mapping.
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The result of Progressive Photon Mapping can be visualized in between each iteration,
which provides the user with an increasingly higher quality image of the rendered scene.
A progressive visualization of Progressive Photon Mapping using 32.000 photons per
pass is shown in Figure 77.

Figure 77: Progressive Photon Mapping after (top) 1/2/4/8 passes and (bottom) 16/32/64/128 passes

The main user-controlled parameter for Progressive Photon Mapping is the initial range
of inclusion. Setting this value too low results in a low amount of photons adding their
flux to the hit points at each pass, causing more noise in the rendering results (at an equal
amount of shot photons) than when setting the initial range value higher. However, it
should be noted that the lower this value is set, the better fine details are handled. This
can be clearly demonstrated by setting the initial range of inclusion too high. Doing so
results in too many photons from various parts of the scene being included in the first few
(highly influential!) passes of the Progressive Photon Mapping algorithm. This in turn
results in smudged out mach bands in corners and very blurry shadows and caustics.
These issues are all visualized in Figure 78.

Figure 78: Progressive Photon Mapping using an initial maximum search range of (a) 20, (b) 400 and
(c) 2000
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In the context of the parallel GPU architecture, it is of importance to note the difference
between a guaranteed and best-effort amount of processed photons per pass. Since it is
possible for photons to ‘fizzle’ (flux becomes zero after surface interaction) or to exit the
data structure, some passes could potentially process less photons than others. If we want
to guarantee a certain amount of processed photons per pass, we’ll have to reshoot the
photon when this occurs. However, since we’re implementing this algorithm on a SIMD
architecture, this potentially stalls all the other threads in the same multi-processor.
Hence we have chosen to terminate the photons that encounter this scenario instead of
reshooting them. The running time results of this choice are shown in Table 10.

10M

20M

30M

40M

50M

60M

70M

80M

90M

100M

Uniform
Grid

79

136

191

244

294

341

388

435

480

523

Kd-Tree

70

122

171

217

261

303

343

381

420

459

Table 10: Progressive Photon Mapping timings using photon termination instead of reshooting

As mentioned in Chapter 4.3.4, classic Photon Mapping cannot save the photon at each
diffuse interaction with the scene due to the resulting unpredictable memory
requirements. As mentioned in Chapter 5.3, Progressive Photon Mapping does not save
its intermediate results and therefore does not face this limitation. Not only does this
allow us to process photons more efficiently by having them interact with each surface, it
also allows for (approximate) visualization of the light sources in the scene by processing
the photons at their generated starting locations as well. The influence of this
optimization on the efficiency is shown in Table 11.

10M

20M

30M

40M

50M

60M

70M

80M

90M

100M

Uniform
Grid

61

103

143

179

215

250

284

317

349

384

Kd-Tree

56

100

141

177

212

247

281

313

345

376

Table 11: Progressive Photon Mapping timings using photon storage at each hit

As has been mentioned in Chapter 6.3, we can also adapt the splitting plane axis choice
of the Progressive Photon Mapping’s KD-tree construction algorithm to use the distances
between the minimum and maximum photon position along each axis. The results of this
adaptation are shown in Table 12.

Kd-Tree

10M

20M

30M

40M

50M

60M

70M

80M

90M

100M

50

88

124

157

188

218

247

275

303

329

Table 12: Progressive Photon Mapping timings using the new splitting plane choice of Chapter 6.3
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Although Progressive Photon mapping suffers from high variance during its initial passes,
this is only due to the low amount of processed photons at this point. The progressive
nature of the algorithm allows this variance to diminish over time. Similarly, the bias
introduced by the progressive radiance estimate is consistent and therefore guaranteed to
also diminish with an increased amount of processed photons. To illustrate this, we show
the results of Progressive Photon Mapping after 7 hours of converging in Figure 79.

Figure 79: Progressive Photon Mapping in Epicurus using 15 billion shot photons and an initial
maximum search range of 400.
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To conclude this chapter, we demonstrate the potential of caustics rendering with the
(Progressive) Photon Mapping algorithm by using a complex transparent model of the
industry’s favorite lagomorph. These complex caustics can be observed in Figure 80.

Figure 80: caustics caused by transparent Stanford Bunny model using Progressive Photon Mapping
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7 Conclusion and Future Work
The main goal of this thesis has been to show that the parallel architecture of modern
consumer hardware has become a viable platform for the implementation of global
illumination algorithms. Our implementation of Photon Mapping in CUDA has shown
that real-time frame rates can be achieved while achieving reasonable quality. Although
the general problems of divergent higher order rays and issues with complex flow control
on SIMD architectures are well documented, Photon Mapping benefits greatly from the
massive parallelism and high floating point computation power. However, this thesis has
also shown that memory bandwidth and size limitations of the GPU architecture form a
distinct bottleneck in the adaptation of Photon Mapping to CUDA.
In order to address this issue, we have constructed a parallel adaptation of Progressive
Photon Mapping, which by approaching the problem from a different perspective shares
the benefits of Photon Mapping without sharing its prohibitive memory dependency.
Hence we have shown that inherently parallel global illumination algorithms form a nice
fit for the GPU architecture, as long as the properties of the specific algorithm are
adapted in such a way that they maximize the benefits and minimize the drawbacks of the
specific parallel architecture.
Although Epicurus has demonstrated the viability of the platform for global illumination
algorithms, there are many improvements that can be made to increase the general
efficiency, to allow for handling of dynamic scenes and to increase ray coherency.

7.1 Improving Epicurus
At various occasions in the prior chapters, we have discussed topics whose
implementation ended up outside of the scope of this thesis. A few of these topics are the
implementation of spectral components for Russian roulette (enabling dispersion effects),
better random number generation for Monte Carlo integration (e.g. Mersenne Twister),
complex light sources, alternative photon density sampling shapes and the architecture
specific optimizations described in Chapter 6.1.
Additionally, there are many research topics relevant to (Progressive) Photon Mapping
that can be applied as future work to expand Epicurus. Examples of these are techniques
such as subsurface scattering [16], participating media [15] and GPU-based irradiance
caching [39] (see Appendix A for details on these algorithms).

7.2 Comparative Global Illumination
We have seen how adapting Photon Mapping to the parallel GPU architecture has been a
bit of a puzzle in the sense that it required a completely different approach (in the form of
Progressive Photon Mapping) to make this algorithm fit well with the strengths of the
GPU architecture and compensate for its weaknesses.
In that sense it would be very interesting to adapt other global illumination algorithms to
the GPU architecture as well, in order to compare how their specific properties fit with a
parallel implementation. Although we cannot go to deep into the specific algorithms (see
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Appendix A for an overview) here, it is still interesting to make some global notes on the
parallel applicability of each algorithm.
• Path tracing: initially lends itself well to parallel implementation due to properties
of ray tracing, but can cause heavy code divergences due to heavy variance in
path lengths and low ray coherency.
• Light tracing: initially seems to be a worse fit for parallel adaptation than path
tracing due to the starting rays having more dissimilar directions. However, since
a similar concept to shadow rays is used path length variance is lower.
• Bidirectional Path Tracing: This algorithm seems hard to adapt to the GPU
architecture, since the rays from both light and camera sources need to be saved to
connect their end effectors, making the adaptation heavily memory-reliant
• Metropolis Light Transport: due to importance-based mutation of single rays into
multiple rays, either a (stack-based) serialization or some kind of mailboxing
technique is needed, which are both detrimental to parallel adaptation.
• Radiosity: since radiosity is a preprocessing technique, parallel implementation
would be mostly interesting for dynamic scenes. Since radiosity is a geometrybased method, it might be better to adapt it to the classic GPU shader architecture.
• Instant Radiosity: since this approach is similar to Photon Mapping in concept, it
shares various properties for its parallel implementation. However, since the
rendering step is done using only (a massive amount) of shadow rays, the
expensive photon density estimation can be avoided.

7.3 Dynamic Scenes
In order to provide support for dynamic scenes, the data structures would have to be able
to be rebuilt or updated in real-time. Currently the uniform grid and KD-tree data
structures are constructed on the CPU. While this has the benefit of being able to
construct it in while the GPU renders, the benefit of this parallelism is easily
overshadowed by the heavy costs of data transfer between the CPU and the GPU.
Therefore it would be beneficial for the handling of dynamic scenes to perform the
construction of these data structures on the GPU as well.
Another important type of data structure to consider in the context of dynamic scenes is
the bounding volume hierarchy, due to its ability to insert and delete in linear running
time to the depth of the hierarchy.

7.4 Improved Radiance Estimate
The two most computationally expensive aspects of Photon Mapping on the parallel GPU
architecture are the nearest neighbor search and final gather algorithms used to obtain the
radiance. The nearest neighbor search is quite expensive due to its dependency on an
efficient spatially aware data structure and the problems associated with adapting these to
the GPU. The costs of final gathering lie in the massive amount and divergent nature of
the higher order rays this algorithm spawns.
Hence, a lot of research has been performed on adapting both these algorithms on the
GPU. In order to improve the nearest neighbor algorithm on the parallel GPU
architecture, research has been performed on the intrinsic properties of graphics card
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memory [4] and parallel adaptation of block hashing [26] and Delauney triangulation
[32]. Several methods have been proposed for parallel adaptation of the final gathering
algorithm, focusing on a generalization of light sources (similar to lightcuts) [36],
approximating the geometry as micro-facets [31] and using mailboxing techniques to
group higher order rays with similar direction together [9].

7.5 Improved Ray Coherency
Code divergences occur when threads in the same warp end up executing different code
branches, and are one of the main causes of efficiency decrease in SIMD architectures. In
the context of ray casting there is a lot of interesting research done on improving
coherency, for example by grouping them based on similar locations and directions. For
interesting examples of work done in this field, we can refer to research by Mansson et al.
[21] and Aila et al. [1].
Additionally, in this context we’d like to present an idea that occurred to us during the
work on this thesis’ main focus. During this process we might have found a way in which
to increase the photon coherency during the photon shooting pass of the (Progressive)
Photon Mapping algorithm. Sadly, due to time constraints we’ve not been able to follow
up on this idea in this thesis, yet we’d still like to explain this idea in the next section.
The main problem with the Russian roulette scheme used in the photon shooting pass is
that the variance it introduces can result in occupancy problems in SIMD architectures.
We can simply demonstrate this by stating that if all but one threads in a warp terminate
propagation after one bounce and the remaining thread terminates after 32 bounces, all
threads in the multiprocessor would be occupied for 32 bounces.
In order to minimize these kinds of situations, it seems like a good idea to group photons
that will perform a similar number of bounces together on a warp level. Sadly, since we
do not know the surfaces that the photon will interact with a priori, we do not know this
number beforehand either. However, we could perform the Russian roulette scheme
during preprocessing to define a ‘propagation potential’ per photon. This potential is
basically a time of life parameter of the photon. Using this approach, a photon would be
shot into the scene and propagation would proceed as normal, except that upon
performing Russian roulette for propagation, the absorption coefficient is added to the
diffuse reflection coefficient. This would result in unending loop where each photon
would continue propagating endlessly (unless it ‘fizzles’ or exits the data structure),
except that we will be subtracting the surface’s absorption coefficient from the photon’s
propagation potential at each interaction. Once the propagation potential falls below zero,
the photon is absorbed at the surface it is currently interacting with.
An obvious drawback to this approach is that the diffuse reflection for all surfaces would
need to be defined at a global level. For true photorealistic rendering this forms a
prohibitive limitation, since diffuse reflection is implicitly defined through the surface’s
material parameters. However, in situations where this limitation is acceptable, it
translates in a large potential efficiency gain.
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Appendix A: Global Illumination Algorithms
Although reading this treatise of the various global illumination algorithms is not strictly
necessary for understanding this thesis, it does provide a context to compare Photon
Mapping against and might be an interesting source of background information on itself.

Autonomous Algorithms
There are many global illumination algorithms that provide a full solution to the
rendering equation by themselves. This subchapter provides an overview of these.

Path Tracing Algorithm
The path tracing method is a rather straightforward Monte Carlo based implementation of
the rendering equation and can be seen as an
extrapolated version of Whitted-style ray
tracing extended with global illumination
support (see Figure 81). In path tracing rays
are being propagated into the scene from the
camera perspective, but apart from direct
illumination path tracing also takes indirect
illumination into account by modeling the
complete rendering equation. In essence this
method will continue propagating rays until a
light-emitting surface has been hit, upon
which the contribution of the light to the pixel
will be computed. However, in practice this
Figure 81: the path tracing algorithm [6]
either results in an extremely compute
intensive approach, or a severely undersaturated image due to many paths being exited before they can hit a light-emitting
surface. This is also highly undesirable, since if the recursion would be stopped after a
fixed or adaptive number of evaluations, the end result would be biased.

Light Tracing
Light tracing is the so-called dual
algorithm of ray tracing, in that it
implements the dual of the rendering
equation, which is the importance
equation. Many of the principles are
similar, with minor differences like the
shadow rays from the object to the
light being replaced with contribution
rays from the object to the camera (see
Figure 82).
Figure 82: the light tracing algorithm [6]

When comparing ray tracing to light
tracing, the most important differences are the methods’ individual strong points. For
example, light tracing tends to benefit from using the importance from the single camera
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as a guiding position for the (often many) light sources’ radiance to be cast towards. This
allows us to minimize the time spent on calculating the radiance for surfaces which are
not in direct view.
Another difference between the two approaches is that ray tracing computes a steady
state for the scene’s radiance, which stays invariant as long as no changes are applied to
the positioning or orientation of any light sources (note: intensity changes seem to be
fine, since the BRDF behaves as a linear function over all incident directions).
Oppositely, light tracing is invariant to movement of the light sources, but needs to be
recomputed when the camera is transformed.
Also, the ray tracing approach tends to fit better with scenes with a lot of directly visible
reflective/refractive surfaces, while light tracing works better with scenes where a lot of
caustics from refractive/reflective surfaces are visible. This principle is also applied in
building up the caustics map with the photon mapping algorithm.

Radiosity
Contrary to path tracing and light tracing, radiosity
(Figure 83) is an instance of the so-called finite
element methods that has been used originally in the
field of thermal energy distribution. Radiosity uses a
so-called world space illumination technique instead
of a pixel based illumination technique. This means
that instead of computing the radiance per pixel, this
type of method computes the radiance over the
geometry in the scene. The benefit of this is that
rendering takes less time and as such this method is
ideal for interactive walkthroughs of a scene, since
the steady-state has been pre-computed and saved in
the geometry. However, this approach makes it harder
to compute camera-dependant lighting effects, such as
glossy/phong shading.

Figure 83: the radiosity method,
showing its triangle structure [6]

Classic radiosity works by computing the average radiosity Bi on each surface element or
patch i of a three dimensional model using the given self-emitted radiosity Bie and the
reflectivity ρ i of the surface patches. The classic radiosity system of equations is given as:

Β i' = Β ei + ρ i ∑ Fij B 'j
j

Where Fij is the so-called form-factor. Similar in concept to what the BRDF is to
incoming and outgoing radiance, the form factor is a descriptor of the amount of energy
flow between all pairs of patches in the scene.
The full radiosity equation can be described in the following steps
• Discretization of the input geometry into patches i. For each resulting patch i, a
radiosity value Bi will be computed.
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•
•
•

Computation of form factors Fij, for every pair of patches i and j.
Numerical solution of the radiosity system of linear equations.
Display of the solution, including the transformation of the resulting radiosity
values B to displaying the final colors.

The first two steps are the cause of the main problem with this approach, since the can
require an immense amount of storage capacity and can be non-trivial or contain
degenerate cases.

Multipass Methods
There are different ways to approaching multipass methods. Usually, an object-space
approach is used to compute a partial approximation of the radiance, save it in a way (in
the geometry, in special data structures, etc) and have a fitting pixel-based rendering read
out the data to use it in its own (partial) rendering approach.

Radiosity + Ray Tracing
Multipass methods can be as simple in concept as combining two separate algorithms. A
popular example of this is using radiosity in conjunction with ray tracing (see Figure 84).
While radiosity allows for a rather fast, precomputed solution to indirect illumination,
using it by itself will result in inaccurate shadows, mach band effects and problems with
high-frequency effects. By using classic ray tracing as a complementing per-pixel
importance sampler while using the precomputed radiance solution as Lr, we effectively
use minimum overlap between the methods while maximizing their strengths.

Figure 84: (a) single radiosity vs (b) multipass radiosity + ray tracing [6]

In general we can also use custom weighting methods for each singular pass, thereby
allowing the passes to overlap some paths while using weights to customize the influence
that such methods will have on specific paths. All in all, most of the considerations when
handling multipass methods center around the concept of using the right tool for the job.

Bidirectional Path Tracing
The path tracing technique has been explained earlier in this chapter, as well as the
existence of its dual technique, light tracing. Since ray tracing is a pixel oriented
approach and light tracing is an object based approach, these methods can be combined
together to form what is called bidirectional path tracing (Figure 85).
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(Eq. 34)
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As is shown in the above
equation, the calculation of the
flux is simply the combination
of flux calculations of the ray
tracing and light tracing
method. By performing both of
them and connecting them in
the middle by the so-called
‘global reflectance distribution
function’ (or GRDF) Gr, which
is a combined BRDF between
all light ray vertices and an eye
ray vertex (or vice versa), a full
solution to the measurement
equation is reached.

Figure 85: the bidirectional path tracing algorithm [6]

One thing to note is that the major benefit over path tracing is that bidirectional path
tracing’s dual approach allows it to perform better in specific situations. A clear example
of this would be caustics versus visible specularity. Since it is easier to trace light directly
from a source to a specular object (one can even aim specifically for them, such as
happens in photon mapping) then it is to receive light that has interacted with a specular
surface (since in many cases, it will miss the receiver completely), bidirectional path
tracing can be used to play to its strengths.
To put this more formally, when faced with a path LDS+E (visible specularity), it is
rather hard to approach this by tracing the radiance from the light sources and connecting
it to the eye sensor in the end, since it will not be guaranteed that such paths would
naturally end up in the eye sensor (and thus contribute greatly). However when
importance sampling this path from the eye sensor towards the light, full visible
specularity it gained and the eye path will be connected with the light source on the
diffuse surface. For caustics (LS+DE) similar, but inverse, argumentations hold.

Instant Radiosity
As with radiosity, instant radiosity (Figure 86) is a
technique that focuses on diffuse illumination. The
concept of this approach as that the initial pass will
shoot photons into the scene, which will form the
seeds of virtual light points. In the second pass of
this algorithm, only direct diffuse illumination is
sampled over all light sources, be they real or
virtual. The benefit of this is that this will result in a
very coherent and smooth solution, since all light
paths are the same. This kind of coherency makes
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Figure 86: the instant radiosity
algorithm [19]

the implementation of the second pass on graphics hardware interesting, although
measures need to be taken to account for the massive amount of simulated light sources.

Metropolis Light Transport
The Metropolis light transport
algorithm (Figure 87) is often used
to render difficult to capture light
transport paths (e.g. light shining
through small openings). The
reason for this is that it uses the
provided function f(Ω) as a base
for sampling creation according to
the function’s values. In the end
this means that more samples will
be taken along paths with a higher
contribution to the total image,
Figure 87: Metropolis Light Transport algorithm [37]
with new paths being rather
inexpensive since they can build
forth on similar old paths. This results in an unbiased technique using bidirectional path
tracing for its initial pre-mutation path generation that can use formulaic sampling and
several mutation strategies for creating newly paths along the line.

Global Illumination Optimizations
Although each global illumination algorithm has its own nuances that allow for very
specific optimizations, possibly inspired by techniques in all kind of different fields, there
are various optimization strategies that might apply to most global illumination
algorithms that we presented earlier in this chapter. Examples of these are illumination
lightcuts and irradiance caching, which are described in this subchapter.

Illumination Lightcuts
A problem with most global illumination rendering methods lies in the fact that they tend
to scale linearly with the number of lights, which means that scenes with many complex
light sources are hard to render. The (multidimensional) lightcuts method is a rendering
method which can be very useful for rendering such scenes, since it has sub-linear
efficiency bounds. Conceptually, lightcuts construct a sort of bounding volume hierarchy
for lights, called the light tree. The leaves of this tree represent each light source and the
nodes of this tree represent clusters of light sources by containing a representative light
for its children.
When hit points are found using the accompanying pixel based sampling technique, the
tree will be traversed to find the optimal approximation of light influence. The sampling
will start at the top, where the single representative of all lights in the scene is found. If
the calculated error is lower than 2% (which is the perceptual visibility threshold
determined by Weber’s Law), then the lightcut through the tree will be accepted.
Otherwise, the children will be sampled and the process repeats. In the end a lightcut
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through the tree should be found that selects one node for each path from the root node to
each leaf node.
When sampling the light information in a scene, the intensity is then taken from all parts
of the chosen node’s cluster, while the rest of the required data (location, orientation,
geometry, etc) is taken only from the representative light. By doing so, the light sampling
is sped up immensely, while keeping a good approximation to the total light contribution.
A multidimensional version of
lightcuts is achieved when we
use this same concept to the
initial importance samples.
Analogously to the light’s
contributions, the importance
samples can be hierarchically
subdivided into a BVH as well,
clustering them together and
choosing representatives. The
sampling is then sped up in the
same way as has been
described for the light sources
version above. This scenario is
visualized in Figure 88.

Figure 88: an example of (multidimensional) lightcuts [6]

This concept can be further expanded to other properties, such as time samples (motion
blur), pixel samples (anti-aliasing), lens aperture samples (depth of field) and many more.

Irradiance Caching
Irradiance caching is an optimization in the calculation of diffuse illumination by using
the observation that this changes smoothly throughout a scene. By saving irradiance
values into a data structure, it can be decided to approximate another hit point’s radiance
by interpolating over previously calculated nearby irradiance values.
By using so called irradiance gradients over several variables (such as similarity in
translation and rotation), one can determine an error metric for such interpolation. If the
error metric of these irradiance gradients (using nearest neighbor find to sample the
relevant irradiances form the data structure) is below a certain threshold, weighted
interpolation (using the error) can be used to approximate the irradiance value for this hit.
This method tends to be a nice complementing approach to photon mapping, making it a
very popular optimization for that rendering technique. However, in the context of our
research it does need to be pointed out that this method is quite obviously serial in nature,
which makes it hard to implement on parallel architecture.
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Additional Photon Mapping Applications
In 1998 Jensen and Christensen published a paper on
light transport through participating media using
photon maps [15], enabling simulation of the
behavior of light when traveling through substances
like fog and smoke with bidirectional ray tracing,
using volumetric photon maps for increased
efficiency and reduced noise. See Figure 89.
Their approach is posed as an alternative to the then
available methods of using finite element and point
collection methods (high memory requirements),
Monte Carlo bidirectional path tracing (compute
intensive) and hybrid methods, while also efficiently
simulating effects like volume caustics and containing
a less tight coupling with the geometry, therefore
being less influenced by the surface complexity.

Figure 90: An example of subsurface scattering [16]

Figure 89: An example of lighting
through participating media, also
showing volume caustics [15]

In 2001, Jensen et al. [16]
demonstrated a technique to take
subsurface light transport into
account by implementing a more
general version of the BRDF, namely
the Bidirectional Surface Scattering
Reflectance Distribution Function
(BSSRDF). In essence the difference
between the two is that the BRDF
models light leaving the material at
the same location where it entered,
taking no object penetration into
account, while the BSSRDF
describes the behavior of light when
penetrating an object and being
internally reflected/refracted.

This adaptation enables previously unattainable effects like color bleeding within
materials and diffusion of light across shadow boundaries, making it possible to visualize
optical properties seen in materials like milk (Figure 90), polished marble and skin.
An example of an optimization of Photon Mapping on the GPU can be found in the
research done by Toshiya Hachisuka in 2004 [10] on reducing the sampling costs of the
final gather phase. By grouping final gather rays with similar direction together on the
GPU and regarding the final gather phase as a massive amount of ray intersections which
occur as multi-layered parallel projections over the hemispheres, depth-peeling can be
used to significantly speed up this phase.
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Appendix B: CUDA specifications
Although this thesis mostly focuses on general aspects of parallel adaptation of the
(Progressive) Photon Mapping algorithm, there are several interesting nuances to the
Compute Unified Device Architecture that are worth discussing (see Chapter 6.1). To
form a context for this discussion, we provide a succinct overview of the most relevant
aspects of CUDA in this chapter. For further details on this micro-architecture, we refer
the reader to the Nvidia CUDA Programming Guide [25].

CUDA Programming Model
CUDA C extends C by allowing programmers to define C functions called ‘kernels’.
These kernels are run in parallel on the GPU (or the device, as it is called in the context
of CUDA), creating one thread for each kernel instantiation. These kernels are called
from a normal C code on the CPU (or the ‘host’, as it is called in the context of CUDA)
by calling their functions and their so called execution configuration.
These execution configurations define the amount of
thread that will be executing the program and the
hierarchical division of workload of these threads over
the many multi-core processors on the device (see Figure
91). This hierarchical definition serves to ensure
CUDA’s agnosticism with regard to the different chosen
micro architecture specifics per chipset.
The complete thread workload size of a kernel call is
defined by the so called ‘grid’. This grid is subdivided
into a number of individual groups of threads, which are
called ‘blocks’. Each block will be run on one
(streaming) multiprocessor (SMP/MP), which consists of
multiple individual cores. Note that the grid and block
subdivision can be done over up to three dimensions in a
way that is similar to the behavior of arrays.

Figure 91: an overview of the
CUDA thread hierarchy [25]

A block can be further subdivided in ‘warps’, which are the atomic group composition of
threads (usually multiples of 32). On each multiprocessor all the threads in a single warp
can be run concurrently at the same time. If a certain thread in an active warp stalls the
core it is run on (usually due to data fetching), a thread from another warp in the same
block can be swapped in with little cost. Since the amount of blocks can exceed the
amount of MPs, multiple blocks can share a single MP. This also allows threads between
blocks sharing an MP to be swapped out, although against slightly higher costs.
This hierarchical subdivision has some influences on the execution model. Since threads
in a warp will run concurrently on the inherently SIMD architecture, this means that for
optimal efficiency all threads in a warp should follow the same code path by minimizing
divergences. However, threads between warps can execute completely different
instructions without any detriment to the efficiency. This observation can be used by
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subdividing the workload in such a way that makes optimal use of the similarity between
individual threads in a block. A very powerful example of this is found in ray tracing
when one splits up the image into patches of pixels that can be ran by individual blocks.
In this context it is important to make optimal use of the pixels’ locality to minimize
divergent intersection behavior. One way of doing this is by trying to approximate square
patches of pixels per block whenever possible.

CUDA Memory Hierarchy
The memory model is tightly interwoven with the thread hierarchy as described in the
previous subchapter. Globally, memory can be divided in per-thread registers, per-block
shared memory and caches and device memory (VRAM) for communication between
blocks in a grid. A visual representation of the memory hierarchy is shown in Figure 92.
The influence of this memory hierarchy is felt
throughout all layers of the thread hierarchy. On the
lowest level each thread has a certain amount of
registers assigned to it. The amount of registers
available per thread is defined by the total number of
available threads per MP and the amount of blocks
and threads per block that are assigned per MP. If a
kernel uses more registers than are available per
thread, the data will spill into local memory. This
memory is a bit of a misnomer, since although it
contains only data local per thread, it actually resides
within the global device memory and as such results in
an enormous efficiency hit when forced to be used.

Figure 92: an overview of the
CUDA memory hierarchy [25]

On a block level communication between threads can be achieved by either using the
shared/cached memory or the global memory. Texture fetches and queried constants will
automatically be put into the read only cache for all threads in the block to use. Within
this model, it is usually best to save constant data as constants (scalars/small arrays) or as
textures (large arrays) and try to place read/write data in the shared memory as much as
possible. However, with shared memory and the caches usually only ranging around 8-16
kb per multiprocessor, one often needs to fall back on global device memory for kernel
input/output and interthread communication. Global memory is persistent across kernel
executions.

CUDA Programming Interface
Heterogeneous computing, a subfield that focuses on serial processing in combination
with parallel processing, has found a resurgence since mass market parallel computing
architectures became available in the form of graphic cards. Since certain processes lend
their selves well for serial processing and others for parallel processing, it has become
increasingly beneficial to use both the CPU and the GPU in tandem for their individual
strengths. In order to break up processes and distribute them to their individual
components’ most applicable platform, communicating between the two platforms is
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needed. In order to facilitate this, CUDA introduces a few extensions to the standard C
language.
CUDA function type qualifiers are subdivided into host functions, global functions and
device functions with the following keywords:
• __host__ functions are called and executed on the host. These functions are
primarily used as preparation for a kernel call, such as transferring data from the
host memory to the device memory.
• __global__ functions are in essence the main kernel calls. These are called from
the host, but are executed on the device. When a kernel is executed, it will claim
an entire GPU until completion. Note that kernel execution is asynchronous,
meaning that a kernel call returns before the device has completed its execution.
Hence a kernel will not block the host device, allowing for concurrent host and
device code execution.
• __device__ functions are helper functions for the kernel. They can be called only
by a __global__ or another __device__ function and are executed on the device.
Note that for efficiency all __device__ are implicitly inlined.
In order to control the memory that is being used by a certain variable, various CUDA
type qualifiers have been introduced as extensions on the C language:
• __device__ variables reside within global device memory, are persistent
throughout the entire program life and are accessible by each thread in a kernel.
This type of variable is commonly used by large read/write data and
communication between the host and the device.
• __constant__ variables reside in constant memory, are internally handled to make
use of constant caches and are accessible by each thread in a kernel. This type of
variable is commonly used to hold preset parameter data used within the kernel.
• __shared__ variables reside in shared memory and are accessible by each thread
in a block and shares the lifetime with that block. This type of variable is
commonly used to hold small amounts of critical device data relevant to the
individual block.
• Textures are instances of a predefined template class that reside within texture
memory and are internally handled to make use of the texture caches. Textures are
accessible by each thread in a kernel through texture fetch functions. They are
most commonly used for large array input data.
• Locally defined variables will be put into registers as long as they are available.
Upon running out of registers, old register data will be spilled into local memory
(which actually resides within global memory)
Note that the CUDA programming interface supports interoperability with the OpenGL
and DirectX programming interface. This is especially useful for things like graphics
rendering, since the resulting image can be streamed directly to a rendering context such
as the OpenGL frame buffer object.
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Compute Capability
The NVidia CUDA Compiler (NVCC) is used to compile special .cu files containing
CUDA function and variable type qualifiers and setting CUDA parameters such as the
chosen Compute Capability version. Although CUDA is in principle micro-architecture
agnostic, the supported Compute Capability versions depend on the type of graphics card
chipset that is present and dictates the memory specifications that can be used and the
feature set that is supported. An overview of the supported Compute Capability versions
and their technical specifications and feature support are given in
Figure 93.

Figure 93: compute capability features sets and the GPU chipsets supporting them [25] + [W12]

For optimal compatibility, the program developed for this thesis has been developed with
Compute Capability 1.0. However, at the end of the implementation support for floating
point atomic addition was needed, which resulted in a migration to Compute Capability
2.0. Note that a CUDA kernel compiled with a specific Compute Capability version can
only be executed on computers with a graphics card that support that specific Compute
Capability version or higher.
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